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Each of the 55,000 criminal defendants who annually
enter the Federal court system ust have a bail hearing before a
judicial officer, oszally a magistrate. This bearing is
important because the agistrate decides the bail conditions
under which the defendant ay obtain release pricr to trial.
-etrial release (bail) practices in Federal district courts
ere reviewed to determine if the bail system is used to cause a

high rate of appearance without unnecessarily detaining
defendants. Findings/Conclusions: Judicial officers have
substantial discretion in aking bail decisions. As a result,
they set widely varying, and in some cases overly retrictive,
release conditions because they use bail for differing purposes
and weigh the criteria of the Bail Reform Act differently.
Consequently, some efendants ae jailed, have to pay to be
released, or are oherwise restricted while other similarly
charged defendants are not so restricted. Judicial officers need
more complete and reliable information when making bail
decisions. The Federal judiciary has not established a system tc
provide judicial officers with feedback on the results of their
bail decisions in relation to the results of other judicial
officers and t monitor and evaluate the bail process. The
usefulness of p'retrial Services Agenciess (PSA's) supervision
and social services functions has nct been demonstrated; the



Administrative Office of the Courts' evaluation of PSAs will be
useful but l4iited. Recommendations: The Chief Justice, in his
capacity as Chairman of the Judicial Conference, should work
with the Conference, the Director o the Administrative Office
of the U.S. Courts, and the Federal Judicial Center to develop
and implement a program to assist judicial officers in making
sound and consistent bail decisions. He should also work with
the Judicial Conference and the Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts to: develop a system to monitor and evaluate bail
activities, provide information to judicial oft cers on the
results of bail decisions so they may evaluate their performance
against that of other judicial officers, and receive periodic
reports on the status and problems in the bail area to assist in
deve.cpiDg iprovemants in +e bail process. The Judicial
Conference should provide the eans for judicial officers to
have more complete and accurate informaticn on defendants when
making bail decisions. (RRS)
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U.S. judicial officers do not ,.'ve the infor;na-
tion and guidance the, need t set bail con-
ditions in Federal courts. Their decisions and
practices are not being reviewed for the
purpose of establishing systemwide consis-
tency. As a result, some defendants are re-
leased who probably should not e and others
are jailed or have restrictions placed on them
needlessly. This report makes recom-
mendations for improving the Federal bail
process.
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COMPTROLLER hMUEtAL OF THE UNITED SBAT
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses several ways to make Federal bail
decisions fairer and more consistent. It also points out
that onae experimental pretrial services agencies, established
by title II of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, are providing
judicial officers useful information on defendants but that
the benefits of these agencies' other authorized activities
have yet to be clearly demonstrated. Chapters 2 and 3 con-
tain recommendations to components of the Federal judiciary
for providing information and guidance to judicial officers
to help improve their bail decisions.

We made our review pursuant to the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 .S.C. 67) and the December 1968 agree-
ment between the Di-rector, Administrative Office of the
United States Courts, and the Comptroller General provided
for in the September 1968 resolution of the Judicial Confer-
ence of the United States.

We are sending copies of the report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budgetv the Chairman, Subcommittee
on Crime, House Committee on the Judiciary; the Chairman,
Judicial Conference of the United States; the Director,
Administrative Office of the Unito States Courts; and the
Director, Federal Judicial Center.

of pthl er General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE FEDERAL BliIL PROCESS
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS FOSTERS INEQUITIES

D I G E S T

The Federal judiciary can make bail decisions
more equitable and reduce the differences in
conditions of release by:

-- Clarifying the legitimate purposes of bail.
Some judicial officers believe that the
only purpose of bail is to reasonably as-
sure a defendant's appearance. Others
believe bail can be used to prevent release
of defendants who might: commit a new crime
or can be used to induce defer.dants to act
as informants by agreeing to release them.
These differing interpretations on the pur-
poses of bail result in defendants being
treated inconsistently.

--Providing judicial officers information and
guidance on how the bail decision criteria
listed in the Bail Reform Act relate to
determining ppropriate conditions of re-
lease. Judicial officers' opinions on
which factors are more important in setting
bail differ widely, and these differences
contribute to varying conditions of release.

-- Eliminating the practice of Placing blanket
restrictions on all defendants. Judicial
officers should consider for each de-
fendant the danger of nonappearance.

--Developing ways to promote greater use of
secured appearance bonds in leu of cor-
porate surety bonds.

-- Providing the means for judicial officers
to have more complete and accurate informa-
tion on defendants in making bail decisions.

-- Establishing a system to provide judicial
officers feedback on the results of their
bail decisions in relation to the decisions
of other judicial officers and to monitor and
evaluate the bail process. Such a system

_t"ht. Upn remOval, the reportdate hould be noted hereon. i GGD-78-105



is needed to enable judicial officers and
the judiciary to identify and correct prob-
lem areas and promote more consistent bail
decisions.

The Congress' concern about Federal bail prac-
tices led to passage of the Bail Reform Act
of 1966. That act intended to reduce the
emphasis on monetary bail, traditionally used
to assure a defendant's appearance but also
causing defendants to be detained needlessly.

Over a decade has gone by since the act was
passed, yet the Federdl judiciary has not
established a basic management system to see
that the act is properly carried out.

DEFENDANTS CAN PCEIVE
INCONSISTENT BAIL TREATMENT

Judicial officers generally have not had the
guidance and information they need in setting
bail conditions; their decisiors and practices
are not reviewed on a systemwide basis to see
that defendants are treated consistently and
fairly throughout the country. They have sub-
stantial discretion in interpreting the law
and often know little about a defendant when
setting release conditions. Consequently,
defendants can be treated inconsistently and
sometimes unfairly by:

-- Using money bail and articularly corporate
surety bonds unnecessarily. CorForatte sure-
ties or cash were required in three of every
four cases sampled where money bail was set.
Yet information fron non-Federal jurisdic-
tions shows that defendants appear at about
the same rate whether a secured appearance
bond or corporate surety bond is set. The
secured appearance bond is preferred over
corporate surety bonds by the Bail Reform
Act and enables defendants who appear as
required to get their deposited security
refunded, whereas bondsmen keep the fee
paid by the defendants. GAO's statistics
show that 96 percent of the defendants re-
leased on cash or corporate surety bonds
appear as required. Thus, most of these
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defendants incur a financial loss even
though thel meet their legal requirements
to appear. (See p. 6.)

--Jailing persons in some districts who prob-
ably would be released in other districts.
The widely varying detention rates among
districts indicate the judicial officers
differ in the risk they are willing to s-
sume in releasing defendants. For example,
the detention rates for persons charged
with drug offenses varied from 1 to 30 per-
cent in the eight districts GAO reviewed.
£he detention rates for persons chargee.
with robbery offenses varied from 54 to
92 percent. (See p. 8.)

--Setting blanket travel and supervision
restrictions in .-me istricts although
contrerv to the Bail Reform Act. The act
requires persons to be released without
these restrictions unless the judicial
officer decides in each case that the
restriction is necessary to assure the
defendant's appearance. (See p. 13.)

In addition, accurate and timely information
on defendants' personal and criminal back-
grounds is needed routinely at initial bail
hearinas. This would alleviate the problems
of jailing some defendants who are good risks
to appear and releasing others who are not.

PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCIES

In reviewing the bail process, GAO was asked
by the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Crime
of the House Committee on the Judiciary to
review the implementation of title II of the
Speedy Trial Act. This act required that
the Director of the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts establish pretrial
services agencies on a demonstration basis
in 10 judicial district courts to provide
judicial officers better information and
recommendations for maki.ig bail decisions,
to supervise defendants released to their
custody, and to arrange for social services
as required.
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The Administrative Office is required to
report to the Congress annually on the ac-
complishments of pretrial services agencies
and to prepare a comprehensive final report
by July 1979. The final report must discuss
the impact these agencies have had and the
relative effectiveness of pretrial services
agencies operated by probation offices and
those operated by boards of trustees.

GAO supports the continuation and expPa.ion
of the pretrial services agency function of
providing verified defendant-related informa-
tion. Better information is needed to improve
bail decisions, and pretrial services agencies
can provide this information. There is, how-
ever, a need for pretrial services agencies
to have more time to obtain and verify infor-
mation on defendants and for the agencies'
recommendations on bail conditions to be more
consistent. (See pp. 15, 30, and 31.)

The need for and benefits of pretrial services
agency supervision and social services have
not yet been clearly demonstrated. Unless the
Administrative Office's final report demon-
strates their value in improving the bail
process, resources should not be provided for
them on a large scale. In addition, super-
vision practices vary substantially among
pretrial setviies agency districts, resulting
in defendants being treated inconsistently
and perhaps inequitably.

GAO blieves that if pretrial services gen-
cies are continued, they need to monitor and
evaluate their own performance. Evaluations
would help them identify problems in their
operations, such as inconsistent bail recom-
mendations, and develop corrective strategies.
(See p. 33.)

The Administrative Office's final report will
provide the Congress useful information on
pretrial services agencies' accomplishments
if it is carried out as planned. As to
whether pretrial services agencies should be
managed by boards of trustees or probation
offices, GAO identified no clear operational
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differences between them. Therefore, if the
Congress elects to implement the concept
nationwide, it will have to consider non-
operational factors, such as attitudinal
differences between districts, in making its
decision on who will manage pretrial services
agencies. (See pp. 26 and 29.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Administrative Office and the Federal
Judicial Center said that this report is
interesting and provocative and reflects a
generally good and useful evaluation of the
Federal bail process and the functions and
purposes of the pretrial services agencies.
(See apps. II and III.) T Administrative
Office and the Judicial Center d d raise
certain issues, however, which tay believe
warrant furtner emphasis and discussion.
(See pp. 39 to 40.)

Because of the congressional and judicial
interest in the statistical results of
GAO's bail review, a staff study present-
ing this information will be issued under
separate cover.

Tar Sht V
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GLOSSARY

Bail, bail conditions, The conditions, financial and non-
release conditions, financial, the defendant must meet
pretrial release to obtain release, including all
conditions* forms of release specified in the

Bail Reform Act.

Bail period* The time between the date a defend-
ant's bail is initially set and
the final disposition of his case,
such as acquittal, dismissal,
guilty plea, or conviction.

Bond A written promise to pay a certain
amount of money if certain condi-
tions are not met.

Bondsman or corporate A professional who guarantees the
surety appearance of the defendant in court

in return for a nonrefundable fee
which the defendant pays. If the
defendant fails to appear as re-
quired, the bondsman and the defend-
ant are liable for the face amount
of the bond. In addition to the
fee, the bondsman may also require
a defendant to pledge collateral
as security for the face value of
the ond.

Capital offense A crime punishable by death.

Corporate surety bond A financial release condition signed
by a bondsman guaranteeing the ap-
pearance of the defendant in return
for a money pLemium.

Detention or pretrial Placed in a jail-like institution
detention* for failure to post bond.

Detention rate* The number of defendants who did not
obtain release during their bail
period divided by the total number
of defendants in that category.

Failure to appear The willful failure of a defendant
(FTA)* to appear for a scheduled court

appearance.

*As defined by GAO for use in this report.



FTA ate* Number of defendants failing to ap-
pear at least once during their bail
period divided by the number of
defendants released at least 1 day.

Judicial officer* A Federal judge or magistrate, but
may include various non-Federal
officials such as State and local
judges.

Magistrate Court-appointed Federal judicial
officer whose duties include issuing
search and arrest warrants, appoint-
ing counsel, and setting bail.

Money bails Financial release conditions in which
the defendant can obtain release only
by depositing cash or security with
the court directly or through a
bondsman; includes secured appearance
bonds and corporate surety (bail)
bonds.

New crime* Any crime, Federal or non-Federal,
for which the defendant was arrested
while out on bail, excluding minor
traffic violations.

New crime rate* Number of defendants rearrested dur-
ing their bail period divided by the
number of defendants released at
least 1 day.

Noncapital offense A crime not punishable by death.

Nonmoney bond* A nonfinancial form of release in
which a defendant's release is not
dependent on his paying cash or post-
ing security with the court, includ-
ing personal recognizance and un-
secured appearance bonds.

Personal recognizance A nonfinancial form of release which
requires only the defendant's signa-
ture representing his assurance to
make future court appearances.

*As defined by GAO for use in this report.



Secured appearance bond A financial form of release similar
to a corporate surety bond except
that the court assumes the positioin
of the bondsman. Up to 10 percent
of the amount of the bond, similar
to the corporate surety premium, is
deposited with the Clerk of Court.
The deposit, unlike the corporate
surety premium, is refunded to the
defendant if he meets the condition
of the bond.

Unsecured bond or un- A nonfinancial form of release in
secured appearance which the defendant promises to pay
bond a specified amount of money if he

fails to meet the conditions of the
bond.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Each of the 55,000 criminal defendants who annually enter
the Federal court system must have a bail hearing before a
judicial officer, usually a magistrate. This hearing is very
important to the defendant because the magistrate decides the
bail conditions under which the defendant may obtain release
prior to trial. The primary purpose of bail is to better
assure the defendant's appearance in court as required. Bail
may not be used to punish or detain persons who are likely to
appear for trial.

We reviewed pretrial release (bail) practices in Federal
district courts to determine if the bail system is used in a
way to cause a high rate of appearance without unnecessarily
detaining defendants. For this determination we took three
random samples in each of eight districts: a district sample,
including all crime categories; a drug sar le; and a robbery
sample. (See ch. 6.)

Also, as requested by the Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Crime of the House Committee on the Judiciary, we reviewed
implementation of title II of the Speedy Trial Act. (See
app. I.) Title I required the Director, Administrative
Office of the United States Courts, to establish pretrial
services agencies (PSAs) on a demonstration basis in 10
judicial districts to provide udicial officers better in-
formation for making bail decisions, o supervise defendants
released to their custody, and to arrange for social serv-
ices.

STRUCTURE OF THE FEDERAL
JUDICIAL SYSTEM

The United States Supreme Court is the highest of three
levels of courts in the Federal judicial system. On the
second level are the U.S. Courts of Appeals, and on the third
level are the U.S. District Courts. The Judicial Conference
of the United States, made up of judges representing all three
levels, is the prime policymaking body of the Federal judici-
ary. The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts is respon-
sible for gathering data and preparing reports on the business
of the courts, including bail practices. The Federal Judicial
Center is responsible for researching and developing improve-
ments in Federal judicial administration and for training
judicial branch personnel. The Pretrial Services Branch of
the Administrative Office's Division of Probation provides
guidance to PSAs and evaluates their performance.
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Although initial bail decisions are normally made bymagistrates, judges may also make these decisions or reviewand amend them. Bail decisions may be appealed to the U.S.Courts of Appeals.

LEGISLATION RELATING TO THE
FEDERAL BAIL PROCESS

The primary pieces of legislation affecting accused per-sons' rights in the bail process are the Bail Reform Act of 1966and the Speedy Trial Act of 1974.

The Bail Reform Act of 1966

The Bail Reform Act of 1966 was passed to better assurethat defendants, regaerless of financial status, are not need-lessly detained while awaiting court appearances. The actdelineates the criteria a magistrate is to use in determiningwhich conditions of release will reasonably assure a defend-ant's appearance. The criteria for releasing defendantscharged with noncapital offe..ses before conviction are

-- the nature and circumstances of the offense charged,

-- the weight f the evidence against the accused,

-- the accused's family ties,

-- employment and financial resources,

-- character and mental condition,

-- length of residence in the community,

-- record of convictions,

-- record of appearance at court proceedings,

-- record of flight to avoid prosecution, and

-- record of failure to appear at court proceedings,
After conviction or for capital offenses, a criterion themagistrate may also consider is how dangerous a defendantmay be to the community, when setting release conditions.However, this is not one of the criteria specified in the actfor consideration in noncapital cases or before conviction.

After considering the appropriate factors, the judicialofficer is required to release a person on his personal
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recognizance or on ai unsecured bond unless he believes theseconditions will not reasonably assure the defenJant's appear-
ance. Tn this case, the officer must consider the following
conditions in the order listed and impose the one that will
most reasonably assure appearance:

-- Place the person in the custody of a designated
person or organization agreeing to supervise him.

-- Place restrictions on travel, association, or resi-
dence.

--Require an appearance bond with a refundable deposit
not to exceed 10 percent.

--Require a bail bond with sufficient solvent sureties
or the deposit of cash.

-- Impose any other condition needed to reasonably assure
appearance, including a requirement that the person
return to custody after specified hours.

If necessary, the judicial officer may impose combina-
tions of these conditions.

The Speedy Trial Act of 1974

Title II of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974 required the
Director, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, to
establish pretrial services agencies in 10 of the 95 Federal
district courts on a demonstration basis. A major objective
of the pilot program is to determine whether PSAs can
improve the bail process by reducing pretrial detention,
failures to appear, and crimes committed on bail. To achieve
this goal, PSAs (1) provide judicial officers with verified
information (obtained from police records, employment records,
discussions with fiends and relatives, etc.) on the back-
ground of defendants, (2) make bail recommendations, (3)
supervise defendants released to their custody, and (4) help
them obtain needed social services. Five PSAs are governed
by seven-member boards of trustees, and five are managed by
district probation offices. Both are under the guidance of
the Administrative Office's Probation Division.

The Administrative Office's responsibility for monitoring
and evaluating the PSA project, reporting annually to the Con-
gress on the accomplishments of PSAs, and issuing a comprehen-
sive final report to the Congress by July 1979 has been given
to the Pretrial Services Branch of the Probation Division.
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THE FEDERAL BAIL PROCESS

Typically, a person charged with a Federal offense first
comes into contact with the Federal justice system when he
is arrested or summoned to appear before a Federal judge
or magistrate. At the defendant's initial appearance, the
judge or l-gistrate informs the defendant of his rights and
the charges against him ai sets his release conditions.

The defendant's second court appearance is usually a
preliminary hearing in which the judicial fficer determines
whether there is probable cause to believe that the defendant
committed the oftense he is charged with. The defendant's
next court appearance is usually an arraignment when he is
asked to enter a plea. If he pleads guilty, trial is not
necessary and the defendant is sentenced. If he pleads
not guilty, a trial is held to determine his guilt or inno-
cence. If found guilty, the defendant is sentenced.

A judicial officer may change bail conditions at any
time; and the defendant, if unable to raise bail, is entitled
upon request to have his bail conditions reviewed within 24
hours by the judicial officer who originally imposed them.
If not released after a bail review, the defendant may appeal
his bail conditions to a judge of the court having original
jurisdiction over the offense charged. The defendant may
also be released on bail after conviction, while awaiting
sentencing, and during appeal. This report, however, deals
only with the pretrial bail-setting process.
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CHAPTER 2

THE FEDERAL BAIL PROCESS TREATS DEFENDANTS

INCONSISTENTLY AND OFTEN UNFAIRLY

The purpose of the Bail Reform Act is to better assure
that a defendant, regardless of financial status, is not
needlessly detained prior to trial. The act requires a
judicial offi-er to set the least restrictive conditions
of release needed to reasonably assure a defendant's appear-
ance. Over a decade has gone by since the act was passed,
yet little has been done to help judicial officers to
effectively implement the act.

Judicial officers do not have the necessary information
and guidance to evaluate the significance of each of the
factors listed in the Bail Reform Act as they relate to the
danger of nonappearance posed by the defendant. Until a
way of providing complete and reliable information on defen-
dants is available in all districts, the soundness of bail
decisions will suffer. Also, until guidance and information
on the results of bail decisions is available to judicial
officers to assist them in evaluating the various factors
in the act, some defendants will be detained unnecessarily
while others who should be detained will be released.

JUDICIAL OFFICERS NEED GUIDANCE TO
UNIFORMLY IMPLEMENT THE BAIL REFORM ACT

Judicial officers have substantial discretion in making
bail decisions. As a result, they are setting widely varying,
and in some cases overly restrictive, release conditions
bec:ause they

-- use bail for differing purposes and

-- weigh the criteria of the Bail Reform Act differently.

Consequently, some defendants are being jailed, having to
pay to be released, or are being otherwise restricted; whereas
other similarly charged defendants are not so restricted.

Judicial officers are setting
widely varying release conditions

Judicial officers' practices in the use of money as a
condition of release differ greatly and, when money is used,
in the type of money bail they require. These differences in-
dicate that some judicial officers may be requiring money when
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they do not have to and requiring corporate surety bonds when
a deposit with the court might work as well and save defend-ants substantial costs. In addition, districts vary widely
in the rates at which they jail defendants, indicating thatvarying bail conditions are being set on defendants and thatdefendants are jailed in some districts who probably would
be released in others.

Inconsistent use of money bail

The following table shows the extent to which districts
vary in the use of money bail for defendants charged with drugoffenses (the numbers shown are projections based on ourdrug defendants sample).

-y bail Nonmoney bailDistrict Nu. _r Percent Number Percent

Eastern Michigan 51 21 190 79Western Washington 53 42 74 58Eastern New York 104 49 109 51Northern California 67 63 39 37Southern New York 200 64 113 36
Northern Ohio 50 67 24 33Southern Florida 315 69 141 31Northern Texas 79 75 26 25

As the table shows, 75 percent of the defendants chargedwith drug offenses in northern Texas had to pay money tosecure release while only 21 percent of such defendants hadto ay money in eastern Michigan. Although the defendantsin the above table are not necessarily similar, they were allcharged with drug-related offenses, and the figures indicatemajor differences in the use of money versus nonmoney bail.Accordingly, we believe defendants in some districts arehaving to pay to be released whereas defendants in similarcircumstances in other districts are not.

Once a judicial officer decides to use money to assurea defendant's appearance, the Bail Reform Act requires himto consider setting a secured appearance bond before settinga corporate surety bond or cash. A secured appearance bond
is less burdensome to a defendant because the amount he
deposits with the court is returned if he appears as required.This contras-, with corporate surely bonds where the deposit
with the bondsman is retained as a fee. The following tableshows the varying use of secured appearance bonds versus cor-porate surety bonds or cash for the drug defendants in oursamples who had money bail set at their initial appearance.
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Secured Cash or
appearance bonds corporate surety

District Number Percent Number Percent

Southern Florida 9 3 306 97
Western Washington 4 7 49 93
Eastern New York 18 17 86 83
Northern California 17 25 50 75
Northern Ohio 14 28 36 72
Southern New York 63 32 137 68
Northern Texas 26 33 53 67
Eastern Michigan 33 65 18 35

These figures illustrate that some judicial districts
may not be giving adequate consideration to using secured
appearance bonds when setting money bail.

Judicial officers told us that corporate surety bonds
better assure a defendant's appearance than do secured
appearance bonds, but they had no statistical basis to sup-
port this belief. Based on information from jurisdictions
which require corporate sureties infrequently or not at all,
this belief does not appear to be valid. For example, the
State of Illinoi:: abolished corporate sureties after experi-
menting with both options and finding no significant differ-
ence in failure to appear (FTA) rates. In June 1976 Kentucky
passed a law which allows corporate surety bonds only in capi-
tal cases, such as murder and kidnapping. Although no defini-
tive study has been made, officials in Kenitucky said they were
reasonably sure that FTA rates had not increased.

In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, defendants may choose
between using a bondsman (corporate surety) or depositing
a percentage of the bond with the court. The director of
the Philadelphia pretrial services division said that most
defendants deposit a 10-percent appearance bond with the
court and that FTA rates have decreased since defendants
have had this option.

The director of the pretrial release unit in Portland,
Oregon, told us that bail bondsmen no longer operate in
Portland since passage of the State Community Bond Act of
1973. All defendants released on money bail are required to
deposit 10 percent of the bail amount with the court rather
than use a bondsman. The director stated that FTA rates had
not beer ffected as a result of this change.

Again, the deposit method is less costly to the defend-
ant because the deposit is returned if he appears. Our sam-
ples indicate that over 96 percent of the defendants released
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on cash or corporate surety bonds appeared as required. Thesedefendants incurred a financial loss even though they mttheir legal requirements to appear.

Districts detain defendants at varying rates

Our statistics ao show that the rates at which the judi-cial districts detain defendants prior to trial vary widely.We believe these varying rates indicate that defendants arebeing given widely differing bail conditions. The firstof the following two charts shows the varying detention ratesfor drug defendants in our samples who were detained theirentire pretrial period. The second chart shows the varyingdetention rates for defendants in our robbery samples.

We believe that the widely varying detention ratesamong districts for drug and robbery defendants indicatethat defendants jailed in some districts might be releasedin other districts.

We recognize that many factors influence the type of bailconditions set and the detention rates experienced in the dis-trict courts. The profiles of bail conditions and detentionrates for a given district could be expected to vary somewhatover time. However, we believe the wide variances in the bailconditions and detention rates indicate that bail decisionsare varying substantially among judicial officers.
To help us determine the extent to which bail conditionsvary on "similar" defendants, we requested 50 full-timemagistrates in 14 district courts 1/ to set bail for 6 hypo-thetical defendants accused of crimes, such as armed bankrobbery, distribution of drugs, and forgery. (The hypotheti-cal cases were based on profiles of actual cases.) Forty-onemagistrates responded, all basing their decisions on the sameinformation. The range of bail conditions set for one of ourhypothetical drug defendants is demonstrated by the sixmagistrate responses shown on page 11.

l/Western Washington, northern California, northern Ohio,southern Florida, southern New York, northern Texas, easternNew York, eastern Michigan, northern Georgia, northern Illi-nois, central California, eastern Pennsylvania, westernMissouri, and Maryland.
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Magistrate District Bail set*

A Eastern Michigan $10,0uO(US) and PSA supervision
B Western Washington 10,000(US)
C Southern New York 10,000(SB) and PSA supervision
D Western Washington 25,000(SB)
E Northern Texas 30,000(SB) and PSA supervision
F Eastern New York 50,000(10%) and PSA supervision

*US-unsecured; SB-surety bond; 10%-appearance bond with 10%
deposit.

As shown in the table, magistrate responses varied widely--
from a $10,000 unsecured bond with no other conditions to a
$50,000 (10-percent) bond with PSA supervision. Disparity
is also evident within a district, as magistrate B set a
$10,000 unsecured bond while magistrate D set a $25,000 cor-
porate surety bond.

We believe the widely varying release conditions and
detention rates on similar defendants are primarily the
result of judicial officers using bail for differing purposes
and weighing the factors in the Bail Reform Act differently.

Judicial officers use bail
for differing purposes

Some judicial officers e interviewed said when they
set unil they are only concerned with whether the defendant
will appear as this is the only legitimate purpose of bail
under the Bail Reform Act. Most judicial officers, in addi-
tion to considering likelihood of appearance, also try to
prevent new cimes by detaining defendants they believe pose
a danger to the community. In addition, some judicial officers
release defendants who are willing to cooperate with the
Government by providing information which may lead to the
arrest and prosecution of other offenders.

We believe the bail conditions which follow from these
differing interpretations on the purposes of bail can vary
widely and make a difference in whether the defendant is
jailed or released. For example, a magistrate set bond at
$10,OCO cash or corporate surety for a defendant charged with
mailing threatening letters. Although he believed the
defendant was a good appearance risk, the magistrate said he
set bail to detain the defendant because he appeared to be
a potential threat to the community. After over a week in
jail, the defendant requested a review of his bail conditions.
He was released on his personal ecognizance by another magis-
trate who believed the defendant was a good appearance risk.
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The defendant made all court appearances and was notrearrested prior to the disposition of his case.

Several judicial officers and assistant U.S. attorneystold us they consider a defendant's willingness to help theGovernment prosecute or apprehend others when setting orrecommending bail conditions. They defend this practicebecause they believe it results in more convictions. Thispurpose, however, can result in higher risk defendants beingreleased. For example, a defendant accused of conspiracyto import marijuana, cocaine, and amphetamines was detainedfor 7 days on a $150,000 cash or corporate surety bond. The
U.S. attorney's office eventually recommended the defendant'srelease because of his willingness to cooperate with drugenforcement agents. A judge lowered bail to $50,000 unsecuredbond despite the defendant's lengthy prior record and out-standing fugitive warrants. The defendant subsequentlyfailed to appear and was still a fugitive at the time we com-pleted our audit.

Judicial officers are weighing
the criteria of the Bail Reform
Act differently

Although the Bail Reform Act lists certain factors whichmust be considered in setting bail, judicial officers havesubstantial discretion in weighing those factors when deter-mining a defendant's likelihood of appearance. Withoutinformation and guidarce on how each of these factors relatesto the likelihood of appearance, each judicial officer mustdetermine which characteristics about a particular defendantare most meaningful and set bail accordingly. This approach
contributes to the widely varying release conditions beingset for similar defendants.

We asked the full-time magistrates in 14 district courtsto rank, in order of importance, a list of 15 factors 1/ theyconsider in setting bail. The most important factor to amagistrate would be ranked number 1 and the least importantnumber 15. Five responses on three factors are summarized onthe next page.

1/The 10 factors listed in the Bail Reform Act of 1966 (seech. 1) and 5 other factors: a defendant's threat to thecommunity, the U.S. attorney's and the defense counsel'sbail recommendations, the PSA bail recommendation if appli-cdble, and the adequacy of detention facilities.
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Nature and Record of Family
Magistrate circumstances of offense appearance ties

A 1 9 2
B 9 1 3
C 1 13 12
D 1 7 8
E 9 1 2

As the table shows, magistrates differed widely in the
factors they consider to be important in setting bail. For
example, magistrates A, C and D consider the nature and
circumstances of an offense to be the most important factor
while magistrates B and E consider it relatively unimportant.
Magistrates B and E consider the defendant's record of appear-
ance to be most important while magistrate C ranked this factor
relatively unimportant. Magistrates A, B, and E ranked
family ties as an important factor while magistrate C con-
sidered this factor relatively unimportant.

We recognize that judicial officers must be allrowed
to exercise judgment and discretion in tailoring release con-
ditions to particular defendants. However, the present
approach results in judicial officers weighing the criteria
of the Bail Reform Act differently and using bail for various
purposes. These differences contribute to the variation in
release conditions being set for defendants and can result
in the inconsistent and unfair treatment of these defendants.

The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has gathered
data on Federal bail activities in 10 judicial districts as
part of its effort to evaluate the PSAs in those districts.
This data could be used to develop guidance which would help
judicial officers make more consistent decisions.

Judicial officers are setting
overly restrictive release conditions

Some judicial officers and district court policies place
travel restrictions and supervision requirements on all defend-
ants. The Bail Reform Act, however, requires judicial offi-
cers to release persons without these restrictions, unless
the judicial officer decides in each case that the restric-
tion is necessary to assure appearance. We believe that
placing blanket restrictions on all defendants without regard
to whether they pose a danger of nonappearance is iconsist-
ent with the Bail Reform Act.
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Judicial officers are setting
blanket tra.vel restrictions

Judicial officers from 12 of the 14 district courts wereviewed required released defendants to get the court's per-mission before traveling outside a designated geographicalarea. The following table shows the extent to which blankettravel restrictions varied among districts and judicial
officers.

Magistrate District Travel restricted to

A Northern Texas Continental United StatesB Northern Texas County
C Western Missouri City
D Western Washington Continental United StatesE Northern Ohio Judicial district
F Northern Georgia Judicial district

While magistrate C required all released defendants to remainwithin the city limits, magistrates A and D allowed releaseddefendants to travel throughout the continental United States.Within the same district, magistrate A permitted defendants totravel anywhere in the continental United States while magis-trate B restricted defendants to the county.

Several magistrates contend that blanket travel restric-tions are necessary to assure that released defendants are
notified of court appearances and appear as required. Webelieve, however, that the practice of placing banket travelrestrictions on all defendants, regardless of circumstances,
is contrary to the intent of the Bail Reform Act and mayimpose unnecessary hardships on some defendants. Theserestrictions are needed only if less restrictive forms ofrelease will not reasonably assure appearance.

Judicial officers in PSA
districts are imposing blanket
supervision requirements

At the time of our review, district policy in 6 of the 10PSA districts required all defendants released on bail tobe supervised. We believe, and the Administrative: Officeagreed, that this practice is contrary to the intent of theBail Reform Act which requires judicial officers to determinein each case whether supervision is required to assure appear-
ance.

Most judicial officers who require all defendants tobe supervised believe that this practice better assures a
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defendant'£ appearance, while reducing detention. However,not all judicial officers believe that blanket supervision
procedures re appropriate. For example, a judge in theMaryland district believed requiring supervision for all
defendants was contrary to the intent of the Bail Reform
Act; therefore, this practi.e was not adopted in his dis-trict. Another judicial officer in that district pointed outthat not all defendants need to be supervised to assure theirappearance.

Because blanket supervision practices are inconsistent
with the Bail Reform Act, we believe that PSA districts whichsupervise all released defendants should be instructed to dis-continue this practice. In commenting on our report, theAdministrative Office said that it had taken steps to elimi-
nate blanket supervision and that none of the PSA districts
now impose blanket supervision.

JUDICIAL OFFICERS NEED MORE
COMPLETE AND RELIABLE INFORMATION
WHEN MAKING BAIL DECISIONS

The Bail Reform Act requires judicial officers to setbail based on available information about the defendant andthe crime. While information concerning the crime charged isalmost always available at the initial bail hearing, informa-tion on the defendant's personal and criminal background isoften incomplete and unreliable. As a result, some judicialofficers believe they must H'tain some defendants until more
information is available. Others sometimes inadvertently
release defendants who probably would not have been released
if more had been known about them.

Most district courts have limited means for providing
needed information about defendants. As a result, judicialofficers often receive incomplete and conflicting information
from the assistant U.S. attorney, defendant, and defense
counsel and must set bail based on this incomplete and con-
flicting information. Without a source for accurate infor-mation, judicial officers sometimes resort to other methodsof getting good information. For example, judicial officersin one district placed defendants under oath when tryingto get information about their prior criminal history. We
identified three FTA cases in that district where the defend-ants gave false information which the magistrates relied,
on in setting bail conditions. The magistrates in these
cases said they probably would have set higher bail amountsif they had known of the defendants' prior records.
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Several magistrates told us that, without complete andreliable information, they set bail to detain defendants
until more information becomes available. Many of these
defendants are later released. For example, the bail forcodefendants accused of drug-related crimes was reduced and
the defendants released after 6 days of detention when newinformation on their financial resources and community tieswas presented to the magistrate. If this information hadbeen presented at the initial appearance, the magistrate
said a lower bail would have been set and the defendantsprobably released. Both defendants were sentenced to proba-
tion so the only time they served in jail was prior to trial.The information which was later made available to the judi-cial officer in this example and which triggered the change
in release conditions could have been available initially ifthe districts had had a way to provide verified information
to their judicial officers.

The lack of complete and reliable information can alsor-sult in high-risk defendants being released. For example,a defendant arrested on a narcotics charge was released ona $1,000 unsecured bond. He failed to appear and was later
arrested for attempted murder. When the magistrate set bail,he did not know about the deferdant's lengthy criminal record
which included escape front prison. The magistrate told ushe would have set a much higher bond had he known about thelength and seriousness of the defendant's prior record.

In another case a defendant accused of possession withintent to distribute heroin was released on a $5,000 corporatesurety bond and subsequently failed to appear. At the timethe magistrate set bail, he did not know about the defendant'sdrug addiction, prior failure to appear, felony conviction,
and pending felony charge. The magistrate said he would
have set a higher bail to detain the defendant if he hadknown.

These examples demonstrate that a lack of complete infor-mation on defendants can often result in inappropriate baildecisions. Most magistrates in the 10 districts ith PSAstold us the PSAs are providing them more complete and reliableinformation on defendants and that this information has im-
proved their bail decisions. Some magistrates stated thatbefore PSAs were available to provide them this information,
many bail decisions were made in a vacuum and "by the seat ofthe pants."

The importance of having more complete informationon which to make bail decisions has also been recognized
in several non-PSA districts. Six such districts have
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established PSA-type units in their courts to help magistratesmake more informed bail decisions. The districts of northern
California and northern Ohio are two such districts where"mini-PSA' operations have been established to provide veri-fied information in selected cases. The six magistrates
in these districts strongly believe that the verified infor-
mation they are now getting on defendants helps them makebetter bail decisions.

In a northern California case, the information presented
by the PSA-like unit resulted in a defendant being releasedwho oth(erwise would have been detained. The case involved
a defendant charged with bank robbery. At the initial bailhearing, the only personal information available to the magis-trate came from the defendant. The magistrate requested acriminal record check, but the arresting agent said this wouldtake about 6 weeks. Since the district was experimenting withusing a probation officer to obtain and verify information
on selected pretrial cases, the magistrate asked him to doa record check on the defendant The magistrate set a $20,000bond on the defendant pending the results of the record check.The next day, the probation officer provided information onthe defendant's prior record and residency in the State. Onthe basis of tnis verified information, the magistrate re-leased the defendant on personal recognizance, with the con-dition that he report regularly to the probation officer.The probation officer later told us the defendant compliedwi-h all conditions of release and was not rearrested beforetrial. Without the information supplied by the probation
officer, the magistrate told us, this defendant would havebeen detained most, if not all, of his pretrial period.

CONCLUSIONS

Because judicial officers do not have the guidance andinformation they need to make sound bail decisions, the Bail
Reform Act has been inconsistently applied. On occasion,
defendants have kcn treated unfairly or society has been
exposed to unnecessary risks. Judicial officers need infor-mation and guidance on the purposes of bail and in under-standing and evaluating how the criteria listed in the actrelate to determining the bail conditions which will rea-
sonably assure a defendant's appearance. They also needcomplete and accurate personal information on defendants
to help them in making bail decisions. Once judicial officers
are supplied with this information, they should e in a betterposition to establish a defendant's risk of nonappearance.
In addition, the use of blanket conditions of release imposed
without regard to the defendant's danqer of flight and exces-sive reliance on financial conditions of release need to beeliminated.
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Because the bail process dramatically affects the lives
and families of defendants and society, concerted efforts
are needed to better assure that this process is carried out
as uniformly and as fairly as possible.

OMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Chief Justice, in his capacity as
Chairman of the Judicial Conference, work with the Conference;
the Director, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts;
and the Director, Federal Judicial Ceter, to develop and
implement a program to assist judicial officers in making sound
and consistent bail decisions. Such a program, at a minimum,
needs to clarify the legitimate purposes of bail; pre3ent
information and guidance on how the criteria listed in the
Bail Reform Act relate to determining appropriate conditions
of release; develop ways to promote greater use of secured
appearance bonds rather than corporate surety bonds; and
eliminate the practice of placing blanket restrictions on all
defendants without regard to a defendant's danger of nonappear-
ance.

We also recommend that the Judicial Conference provide
the means for judicial officers to have more complete and
accurate information on defendants in making bail decisions.
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CHAPTER 3

BETTER MANAGEMENT INFOPMATION CAN IMPROVE

THE FEDERAL BAIL PROCESS

The Federal judiciary has not established a system to
(1) provide judicial officers feedback on the results of
their bail decisions in relation to the results of other
judicial officers and (2) monitor and evaluate the bail
process. Without these tools, problems such as those
discussed in chapter 2 go undetected and uncorrected.

JUDICIAL OFFICERS NEED TO EVALUATE
THE RESULTS OF THEIR BAIL DECISIONS

Judicial officers need information on the results of
bail decisions. Such information, coupled with guidance from
the Federal judiciary, would enable them tc evaluate their
efforts in relation to other judicial officers and would
promote more consistent bail decisions. Without this informa-
tion, judicial officers and the Federal judiciary do not have
any means to assess the results of their decisions and narrow
the wide range of release conditions and detention levels
that exist because of the substantial discretion inherent
in the law.

'nformation developed during ur review shows that the
rates at which judicial officers detain and release drug
defendants vary considerably. Defendants detained in one
district might be released in another.

The following chart on drug defendants illustrates the
varying detention and failure to appear rates experienced
in districts covered in our review. The data represents
activity for the 12-month period of our samples.
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As shown in the chart, northern Ohio detai3 about 6
percent of all defendants charged with drug crimes and incurs
an FTA rate of 13 percent. This contrasts sharply with northern
Texas, eastern New York, and southern New York where 26 to
30 percent of the defendants are detained. The FTA rates
in those districts run from 4 to 7 percent. Thus, judicial
officers in northern Ohio appear to take more risks with
their drug defendants than judicial officers in northern
Texas, eastern New York, and southern New York.

Without information on the FTA and detention rates that
result from their bail decisions, judicial officers cannot
evaluate their performance nor relate it to the decisions of
their colleagues. Consequently, judicial officers do not
know the results of their decisions nor the risks involved.

Another example of inconsistent treatment of defendants
is evident in the difference in detention and release rates
among districts when defendants, initially detained because
they cannot make bail, eventually meet bail and are released
before trial. Southern Florida detains, then releases, 12
percent of all defendants charged with drug crimes and incurs
an FTA rate of 8 percent on these defendants. This contrasts
with northern Ohio where 42 percent are initially detained,
then released, resulting in an FTA rate of 11 percent. In
other words, defendants charged with similar crimes are
detained and released at widely varying rates depending on
the level of risk each judicial officer is willing to accept.

A SYSTEM IS NEEDED TO MONITOR
AND EVALUATE THE BAIL PROCESS

The Federal judiciary has not established a system to
assess the impact of bail decisions on defendants and society.
Without such a system, the judiciary cannot identify problems
with the bail system, develop strategies for improvements,
or collect data needed for program assessment.

To monitor and evaluate the performance of judicial
officers and the effectiveness of their bail decisions, the
judiciary needs a reporting system to collect information on
bail operations of individual judicial officers and on dis-
tricts as a whole. This reporting system should, as a mini-
mum, have information on defendant characteristics, the
type of bail set, and the detention and FTA rates. This
informaticn would enable the judiciary to analyze bail results
in terms of defendant characteristics, FTA rates, detention
levels, and monitor compliance with established policies and
tie law. It would also provide each district and the
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individual judicial officers with information regarding theirpast performance and alert them to areas where they canimprove.

Administrative Office officials agree that a reportingsystem is needed to inform judicial officers of their per-formance and highlight areas needing improvement. To monitorand evaluate the PSA pilot program, the Administrative Or-fice's Pretrial Services Branch established a system to col-lect information on detention, FTAs, release conditions set,and defendant characteristics. Information from this systemhas enabled the Administrative Office to identify problem areas,such as high detention rates and inconsistent bail decisions,and make judicial officers aware of these problems.

For example, this infornation appears to have had posi-tive impacts in two districts with relatively high detentionrates. In the northern district of Texas, detention rateshave dropped since inception of the PSA program. The chiefof the Pretrial Services Branch believes the detention infor-mation presented to the judicial officers in that districtwas important in prompting this reduction. In the centraldistrict of California, the Administrative Office's informa-tion on detention rates and the PSA's information on disparatebail decisions stimulated judicial officers 'to collect infor-mation to confirm whether these problems eist and, if neces-sary, develop appropriate corrective actions. The chiefmagistrate told us that this information should also help themidentify other bail areas needing improvement.

Most judicial officers told us that information on theresults of bail decisions would be useful in improving theirdecisions. At least two districts have established infor-mation systems on their own initiative which allow themto monitor the results of their bail operations and identifyneeded improvements. PSA information systems are discussedfurther in chapter 4.

COCLUSIONS

The Federal judiciary needs to develop a system to moni-tor and evaluate the Federal bail system to better assure thatbail decisions are being made fairly and are consistent withthe policies of the Bail Reform Act. without such a system,the judiciary is not able to evaluate performance, identifysuch problem areas as those discussed in chapter 2, anddevelop strategies to make improvements.

Judicial officers also need information on the resultsof their bail decisions to evaluate their efforts against the
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performance of other judicial officers and the system as a
whole. Such information, coupled with guidance from the
Federal judiciary, should promote more consistent bail deci-
sions and narrow the wide range of release conditions and
detention levels that exist because of the substantial dis-
cretion inherent in the law.

Various judicial officers have recognized that informa-
tion on the results of their bail decisions is needed and
in isolated cases have attempted to obtain information about
their own performance. We believe these efforts are commend-
able and a step in the right direction; however, the judiciary
shove] provide all its judicial officers with information on
their performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Chief Justice, in his capacity as
Chairman of the Judicial Conference, work with the Conference
and the Director, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, o:

--Develop a system to monitor and evaluate bail activi-
ties. This system should include information on aend-
ants and bail decisions and should provide procedures
for evaluating district court and judicial officer
bail practices to identify areas needing improvement.

-- Provide information to judicial officers on the results
of bail decisions so that they may evaluate their
performance against the performance of other judicial
officers and the systemwide results.

-- Receive periodic reports on the status and problems
in the ail area to assist in developing improvements
in the bail process.
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CHAPTER 4

OBSERVATIONS ON PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCIES

Title II of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974 required the
Director, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, to estab-
lish 10 demonstration pretrial services agencies within theFederal judicial system to ascertain their value in reducingdetention, failures to appear, and crime while on bail. PSAsgenerally interview defendants and verify information aboutthem, make bail recommendations to judicial officers, super-vise defendants released to their custody, and help selected
defendants obtain needed social services. The Administrative
Office is required to report to the Congress annually onthe accomplishments of PSAs and to prepare a comprehensive
final report by July 1979.

As discussed in chapter 2, we believe that better
defendant-related information is needed to improve bail deci-sions in all courts. Because PSAs are now providing thisinformation, we support the continuation and expansion toother districts of this particular PSA function. This chapterdiscusses (1) the usefulness of supervision and social serv-
ices in improving the bail process, (2) the usefulness of theAdministrative Office's evaluation and (3) some issuas whichwill have to be addressed to promote efficient operation ifPSAs are continued.

USEFULNESS OF SUPERVISION AND
SOCIAL SERVICES HAS NOT BEEN DEMONSTRATED

Our review of PSA supervision and social services func-
tions indicates that the need or and beriefit; of these acti-vities have not yet been clearly established. Therefore,unless the Administrative Office's final report demonstrates
their value in improving the bail process, resources should
not be provided for them on a large scale. Our review alsoshows supervision practices vary substantially among PSAdistricts, resulting in defendants being treated inconsis-
tently and perhaps inequitably.

Supervision

We cannot say whether supervision helps reduce detention,FTA, or new arrest rates. However, there does not appear tobe a strong relationship between relatively high amounts ofsupervision and lower rates. For example, the eastern dis-trict of Michigan contacts defendants or those who knowthem about three times more often (2 times per month) thanthe southern district of New York (0.6 times per month). Yet
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these two districts have similar detention (11 percent and 14

percent, respectively), FTA (2 percent each), and new arrest

(7 Frcent and 10 percent, respectively) rates. Unless the
Administrative Office's final report demonstrates that super-

vision lower, these rates, we believe that resources should
not be provided for supervision on a large scale.

The amount of supervison given to pretrial defendants
varies substantially from district to district. For example,

the northern district of Texas supervises all defendants
released before trial and classifies about 52 percent of them

as maximum risks. Maximum risks in this district require four
personal contacts a month. In contrast, the northern is-
trict of Georgia also supervises all persons released but

classifies only about 2 percent as maximum risks. In that

district, maximum risks require the PSA to contact the defend-

ant once a month and contact persons who know the defendant

twice a month. Furthermore, PSA officials in fr districts
told us they supervise only selected defendant, nd classify
only a few of these as maximum risks.

Thus, defendant treatment may be inconsistent. Defend-

ants in one district may be supervised heavily, whereas similar
defendants in another district may not be supervised at all.

For example, a 40-year-old defendant in northern Texas was

charged with filing false tax returns. PSA classified the
defendant as a maximum risk. He had no prior record and no

drug or alcohol problems but had strong community and employ-

ment ties. He was released on his own recognizance with PSA
supervision. During the 31 days before the defendant was

sentenced, the PSA made a total of 23 contacts with the de-
fendant, his employer, and others. According to PSA chiefs

and supervisors in other districts, this defendant probably
would not have been supervised or would have been given mini-
mum supervision.

We discussed these matters with officials in the Adminis-
trative Office's Pretrial Services Branch. They agreed that

guidelines are needed to help PSAs recommend who should be
supervised and the amount of supervision required. They also

agreed to try to determine whether PSA supervision is worth
its cost in terms of reducing detention, failures to appear,

and new arrests and to address this in the Administrative
Office's final report to the Congress.

Social services

Social services (drug and alcohol treatment programs,
counseling, etc.) have been provided to so few defendants
that any meaningful evaluation of their effectiveness in
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reducing FTAs and new crimes is nearly impossible. Only 11of 481 defendants in our PSA district samples were required
to receive social services as a condition of release. Appar-
ently, judicial officers do not believe that social servicesshould be required to assure that defendants appear for court
dates. For example, judicial officers in the eastern district
of Michigan usually do not require social services for defend-ants before the trial. They said such a requirement might
violate a defendant's presumption of innocence. Instead ofrequiring services, they believe it is better for the PSA
to persuade certain defendants to participate in service pro-grams when needed. They would rarely revoke bail if defend-
ants did not participate since participation in services issupposed to be a help rather than a punishment.

Until the effectiveness of social services is reasonably
demonstrated, resources should not be provided for them on a
large scale. In those few cases where the judicial officer
believes a social service is needed to assure appearance,
appropriate arrangements can be made on an ad hoc basis,
either through the probation office or by a pretrial services
officer. Officials in the Administrative Office's PretrialServices Branch agreed to comment in their final report to
the Congress on the impact social services have had on
defendants.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE'S EVALUATION OF PSAs
WILL BE USEFUL BUT HAS LIMITATIONS

We believe the Administrative Office's final report will
provide useful and valid insights about PSA operations in the
10 demonstration districts. There are, however, certain limi-tations and assumptions underlying the PSA evaluation which
the Congress should be aware of in deciding the future ofPSAs. Because the 10 districts were not selected at random,
the results of the study cannot be generalized statistically
to other Federal districts. Also, the evaluation assumesthat PSAs caused any changes observed in detention, FTA, and
new crime rates. This assumption may not be valid as other
events, such as changes in judicial officers, could also
contribute to changes in these rates. Further, the Administra-
tive Office must comment on the effectiveness of PSAs oper-
ated by boards of trustees as compared to PSAs operated by
probation offices. We believe this comparison would not
be meaningful because differences in PSA management policies
and practices weren't developed to characterize a "board"
versus a "probation" approach.

The Administrative Office's evaluator recognizes these
limitations and has attempted to control the study accordingly.
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We believe that if the evaluation is carried ot as designed,
the study should provide useful information. In addition,
the observations in this chapter and in chapter 2 should
provide the Congress further insight into PSA operations.

The Administrative Office's evaluation
results cannot be projected statistically
to all Federal courts

To have statistical validity for all courts, the 10
demonstration PSA districts should have been selected at
random. The Administrative Office, however, felt that the
random selection of districts was precluded because of the
language of the act. The act states that the 10 districts
shall be selected on the basis of:

"* * * the number of criminal cases prosecuted
annually in the district, the percentage of
defendants in the district presently detained
prior to trial, the incidence of crime charged
against Desons released pending trial * * *, and
the availability of community resources to imple-
ment the conditions of release which may be
imposed * * *."

In the Administrative Office's view, these requirements pre-
cluded the random selection of districts, since not all dis-
tricts possess these characteristics.

The 10 PSA districts include medium and large districts
and are geographically distributed across the country. Thus,
we believe that even though the results of the Administrative
Office study cannot be statistically generalized in all
Federal districts, the results will provide useful information
to the Congress on the benefits of PSAs.

A critical assumption underlies
e Administrative Office stu 5

When preparing the strategy for evaluating PSAs, the
Administrative Office recognized that classical research
designs would require the random assignment of defendants
to treatment (receive PSA services) and nontreatment (control)
groups. The advantage of this approach is that by comparing
the two groups one can infer with high confidence that any
differences in performance are attributable to PSAs.

The Administrative Office and the Judicial Conference
decided not to use the classical design because
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-- they interpreted the language of the act to require
PSAs to consider all defendants in a district, 1/
thus ruling out control groups, and

-- they believed it would be impossible to maintain
the integrity of the classical design for 4 years
in view of the number of defendants who would be
processed, the inability to make udicial officers
comply with a research control de.ign, and the
potentially beneficial impact such a program can
have on individual lives.

Instead of the classical design, the Administrative
Office is using other research approaches to compensate for
not having control groups. These other approaches are meant
to provide a statistical basis for determining whether PSAs
caused changes in detention, FTA, and ne; crime rates. These
apprcaches include (1) gathering data i five non-PSA dis-
tricts to provide a basis of comparison with PSA districts,
(2) gathering data on conditions existing in each district
prior to PSA startup and comparing it with data gathered
after PSAs were established, and (3) performing various
statistical analyses on the data collected.

The Administrative Office's approach assumes that any
significant changes observed in the variables being measured
are caused by the PSAs. Such factors as (1) changes in dis-
trict judges or magi3trates, (2) changes resulting from
speeding up trials as mandated by title I of the Speedy Trial
Act, and (3) changes in the type of cases emphasized for
prosecution by the U.S. attorney, among others, could affect
the variables being measured.

Administrative Office officials are aware of the diffi-culties involved with this assumption. They believe, however,
that most of the factors which could produce changes will
be controlled by the approaches they are using. We believe
it is possible to control for most of these factors, but
there is always an unknown degree of risk taken when the
classical design is not used.

l/Title II of the Speedy Trial Act states:

"Each Pretrial Services Agency shall * * collect,
verify, and report promptly to the judicial officer
information pertaining to the pretrial release of
each person charged with an offense * r." (emphasis
added).
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Board vs. probation control--not
a valid comparison

Title II of the Speedy Trial Act requires the Adminis-
trative Office to comment on the relative accomplishments
of PSAs managed by probation offices and those managed by
boards of trustees. We believe this comparison would not
be meaningful to the Congress because differences among PSA
policies and practices cannot be characterized as "board"
versus "probation." The Administrative Office's second
annual report to the Congress supports this observation by
stating that:

"Since both types of agencies are administered by
the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
with the same general operational guidelines * * *
no major differences between Boards of Trustees
and Probation districts would be expected."

The Administrative Office prescribed the general oper-
ating procedures to be followed by all 10 PSA districts,
and each PSA chief has been left to manage his PSA in accord-
ance with the procedures. Neither the boards of trustees nor
the Administrative Office's Probation Division have issued
instructions significantly modifying or amplifying these
generally prescribed procedures.

Furthermore, the boards have not been actively involved
in overseeing PSA activities, as evidenced by their infre-
quent meetings. The following table shows the number of
times the boards had met at the time of our audit (February
1978).

Months Number of
District operational meetings

Eastern New York 22 1
Maryland 25 3
Eastern Michigan 24 2
Eastern Pennsylvania 23 a/13
Western Missouri 25 2

a/Meetings dealt primarily with personnel rather than opera-
tional matters.

Because no outward differences exist among PSAs to
characterize them as "board" or "probation," the Congress
will have to consider other factors in determining who will
manage PSAs if they are established permanently. These
factors would include:
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-- The extent to which boards could be expected to
actively participat-_ in directing PSA activities.

--The resources (people and money) available and needed
to effectively carry out PSA activities. (Probation
officers are on duty in locations where bail hearings
are held.)

-- The attitudinal differences among probation officers
and others engaged in pretrial work. For example,
does the fact that probation officers deal mainly
with convicted persons on probation or parole affect
their treatment of pretrial defendants or affect the
way defendants relate to them? The Administrative
Office plans to make attitudinal surveys which may
provide insight into such questions.

-- The extept to which central guidance and oversight
is needed to assure that PSA activities are carried
out uniformly and fairly. (See the following sections
of this chapter.)

-- The availability and feasibility of options other
than "board" or "probation." The chief of the Adminis-
trative Office's Pretrial Services Branch recommends
a third alternative; namely, making the PSAs independ-
ent units within the district courts reporting to a
unit within the Administrative Office.

ISSUES REQUIRING ATTENTION TO
PROMOTE EFFICIENT PSA OPERATION

If PSAs are established permanently

--a concerted effort will be needed to provide more time
for PSAs to affect bail hearings,

--guidelines will be needed for making more consistent
bail recommendations, and

-- procedures will be needed to monitor and evaluate
PSAs' internal operations.

PSAs need more time to present
verified information

The full benefits of PSA-verified information were not
realized in most districts. Statistics show that the 10
PSAs have been able to present verified information at only
about 70 percent of initial bail hearings. In two districts
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PSAs were effective in only about 54 percent of bail h-rings.
When a PSA cannot present verified information on a defendant,
then the judicial officer's ability to make an informed bail
decision suffers. As discussed in chapter 2, the lack of
sound information can result in defendants being jailed or
released who should not be.

There are two basic reasons why certain PSAs have been
unable to deliver verified information at more initial bail
hearings. First, arresting agencies in those districts
often do not routinely give PSAs adequate time to interview
defendants and verify information on them. Even though the
average time from a defendant's arrest to his initial bail
hearing is 18 hours, arresting agents in five districts do
not routinely notify the PSA of the arrest until immediately
before the hearing. Second, judicial officers in six dis-
tricts do not allow PSAs to set the times of bail hearings.
PSA officials in these districts said that without control
of the court calendar, they cannot routinely provide adequate
information at initial bail hearings.

One of the Administrative Office's criteria for selecting
the 10 PSA districts was whether the districts would accept
the PSA concept. The districts selected supposedly had a
high regard for the concept. While most judicial officers
and U.S. attorney officials interviewed favor the PSA concept,
our review indicates that PSAs have not routinely been given
the opportunity to contribute.

Because providing verified information to judicial offi-
cers is essential to improving bail decisions (see ch. 2),
judicial officers should be encouraged to give PSAs adequate
time to verify information. This can be done by requiring
enforcement agencies to give PSAs more timely notification
of defendants' arrests and allowing PSAs to set reasonable
times at which bail hearings can be held.

PSA bail recommendations
should be more consistent

PSAs make recommendations on defendant release conditions
as part of their reports to judicial officers. If they are
to continue doing this, their recommendations should be more
consistent and should attempt to provide equal treatment of
defendants. In the four PSP districts we reviewed,
we asked 41 pretrial services officers (PSOs) to make bail
recommendations on six hypothetical defendants whose profiles
were based on actual cases. (These are the same cases given
to judicial officers, as discussed in ch. 2.) The recommenda-
tions varied widely both within and among districts and
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ranged from nonmoney to highly restrictive money bail. Thefollowing table shows the range of bail recommendations madeby PSOs in two of the hypothetical cases.

Defendant case Southern New York Northern Texas Eastern New York Eastern Michigan
Drug offender $5,000 US with PSA PR with PSA super- $10,000-10% with $1,000 US withsupervision to vision and employ- PSA supervision PSA supervision$15,000 SB with ment counseling to $40,000 SB to $50,000 CBPSA supervision to $25,000-10% with PSA super-with PSA super- vision

vision.and group
counseling

Treasury $1,000 US with PR with PSA super- $1,000 US with $5,000 US withcheck PSA supervision vision to $10,000 PSA supervision PSA supervisionforger to $5,000 SB SB with PSA super- to $S10,000-10% and restrictedwith PSA super- vision and group travel to $10,000vision counseling SB with PSA
supervision

PR Personal recognizance bond
US Unsecured bond
10% - Appearance bond with 10% deposit
SB - Cash or corporate surety bond
CB - Collateral bond

We believe the variations in bail recommendations on thehypothetical cases indicate the need for more consistency.This situation is similar to that discussed in chapter 2,where judicial officer bail decisions varied substantiallyamong the hypothetical defendants. PSOs are recommendingbail to accomplish various purposes, weighing factors in theBail Reform Act differently, and disagreeing on whether money,and how much money, is needed on a given defendant. We askedPSOs to rank the Bail Reform Act factors they believed weremost important in setting release conditions. We gave thema list of 13 factors. The following table summarizes therange of weights PSOs gave to 4 of these factors (most impor-tant was ranked number 1; least important number 13). Theranges on these 4 factors are typical of the ranges on all13 factors.
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Nature of Family Conviction FTA
District offense ties record record

Southern New York 2 to 11 1 to 4 4 to 10 1 to 10
Northern Texas 2 to 7 3 to 9 2 to 10 3 to 10
Eastern New York 1 to 10 1 to 8 2 to 10 1 to 8
Eastern Michigan 1 to 13 1 to 8 1 to 13 1 to 6

In the course of our review, we briefed chief and super-
vising pretrial services officers on the variances in their
bail recommendations. As a result of this and other discus-
sions, the PSA in the southern district of New York developed
guidelines to help assure more consistent recommendations by
experienced PSOs and to aid new PSOs with limited knowledge
of what constitutes a suitable recommendation. The PSA chief
said it is too early to assess the impact of the guidelines,
but from a comparison with preguideline cases, he believes
more consistent recommendations are now being made.

The district's chief judge approved the guidelines.
Similarly, the PSA chief told us that the district's magis-
trates, U.S. attorneys, and Legal Aid Society (public defend-
ers) are also supportive of the guidelines. We believe that
such guidelines are necessary to help assure that PSA bail
recommendations are consistent.

PSAs need ways to identify problems
and evaluate their performance

We believe it is important for each PSA to clearly define
what it is trying to do and establish ways to determine
whether what is lanned is actually getting done. Seven of
the 10 PSAs, how=ve,. have not yet established procedures to
monitor and evaluate their performance. As a result, these
PSAs do not know whether they are making consistent bail
recommendations or how.much they are affecting bail decisions.
Nor do they have timely information on whether they are con-
tributing to reduced detention, FTA, and new crime rates.

Performance monitoring and evaluation are important
in helping PSAs identify problems in their operations and
in developing corrective strategies. For example, the PSA
in the eastern district of New York established a system
to monitor results of its operations. From its monitoring
efforts, it determined that the district had a relatively
high detention rate and, accordingly, established a program
to help defendants gain release who might otherwise have been
detained.
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Similarly, the PSA in the central district of Californiaestablished a system for gathering information on the deten-tion, FTA, anc new arrest rates. The chief of the PSA toldus tat withou! this information, he would be unable toimprove PSA practices. As an example of an improvement,he said they red Iced the supervision level on certain defend-,ants who had been previously considered high risks. Thisaction was taken after the information gathered showec thatthe high-risk defendants appeared for trial at about thesame rate as defendants considered lower risks.
Four other PSAs recognized the need to evaluate heiroperations but had not developed ways to do so at the timeof our audit. We believe that because PSAs are mrrking recom-mendations that often influence bail decisions, they shouldbe concerned about the impact their recommendations have ondefendants and the courts. Accordingly, if PSAs are estab-lished permanently, they should establish ways to monitor andevaluate their performance in making consistent bail recom-mendations and in reducing detention, FTAs, and new crimes.

CONCLUSIONS

As discussed in chapter 2, we believe that judicialofficers need better defendant-related information to improvethe bail process. Thus, we support the continuation ofthis particular PSA function and its expansion to otherFederal districts. Our review of the PSA supervision andsocial services functions, however, shows that their useful-ness has not been clearly demonstrated. Administrative Officeofficials told us that their final report to the Congresswill address the question of whather these functions havehelped to reduce detention, FTA, and new crimes by personson bail. Unless the Administrative Office's final reportclearly demonstrates that these activit'es improve the bailprocess, resources should not be provided for them on alarge scale. We believe the final report will provide theCongress useful information on PSAs if it is carried outas planned.

Our review also indicates that there is no clear opera-tional distinction between PSAs managed by probation officesand those managed by boards of trustees. Accordingly, if theCongress elects to implement the PSA concept nationwide,it will have to consider nonoperational factors, such asattitudinal differences and the availability of existingresources.

Finally, if PSAs are established permanently, problemswith their acceptance, consistency of bail recommendations,and evaluation of operations will have to be addressed.
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CHAPTER 5

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Administrative Office of the United States Courts
and the Federal Judicial Center said that this report is
interesting and provocative and that it provides a generally
good and useful evaluation of the Federal bail process and
the functions and purposes of the pretrial services agencies.
(See apps. II and III.) They did raise certain issues, how-
ever, which warrant further emphasis and discussion.

JUDICIAL DISCRETION

The Administrative Office and the Federal Judicial Center
both commented that the draft report does not give sufficient
recognition to the fact that setting bail conditions is a judi-
cial action. As such, it is subject to review only through
appeals--initially to district judges and, if further appeals
are deemed necessary, to appellate courts. Both the Adminis-
trative Office and the Federal Judicial Center said that it
would be wholly inconsistent with the process of judicial
decisionmaking for them to tell judges and magistrates how to
make their decisions or engage in some kind of administrative
review of those decisions.

Both agencies did say, however, that they could provide
judicial officers with research data and statistical informa-
tion to assist them in their decisionmaking. The Federal
Judicial Center added that it could provide educational
programs for analyzing not only the data but also the under-
lying problems and issues.

We fully concur with the Administra-ive Office and the
Federal Judicial Center about their concerns over the nature
of the judicial process and their role in reviewing bail
decisions. We do not recommend that their review consist
of any type of oversight of individual judicial officer
decisions. Rather, we envision this review function as being
a broad examination of the operation of the entire Federal
bail process. From this broad examination, specific funda-
mental problems and issues in the bail-setting process can
be identified and educational programs and policy guidance
could then be developed to address these problems. An effec-
tive system of review should also gene:ate the data necessary
for judicial officers to evaluate their efforts against the
performance of other judicial officers and the system as a
whole. Without a systematic review, program management,
measurement, and direction are severely hampered.
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The Administrative Office has recognized the need forimprovements in the bail area and commented that they havepreviously addressed bail issues. They said training hasbeen provided in cooperation with the Federal Judicial Center
to lessen the disparity in judicial officers' interpretationsof the Bail Reform Act. For example, members of the GeneralCounsel staff, as Federal Judicial Center faculty, have heldorientation and advanced training seminars for pretrial serv-ices officers on those legal issues. Also, the Chief of
the Pretrial Services Branch has advised all 10 PSAs bymemorandum to make their bail recommendations in accordancewith the interpretation of the purpose anC intended applica-tion of the Bail Reform Act approved by the AdministrativeOffice's General Counsel.

According to the Administrative Office, all of theFederal Judicial Center's orientation seminars for magistrates
discuss the conduct of initial appearances, including thesetting of bail conditions. In addition, an updated chapterof the Legal Manual for United States Magistrates has beenprepared and will be di:tributed shortly. This chapter dealsspecifically with the iitial appearance and should providemagistrates and other court officers with additional guidanceand information on the bail-setting process. Court decisionson bail also are circulated as they become available undertheir Information Memoranda program. These court decisionsare intended to keep magistrates abreast of developments in
the law relating to bail.

INCONSISTENT RELEASE CONDITIONS
ARE UNDESIRABLE

Although the Federal Judicial Center agrees that incon-s ,-tent release conditions are undesirable, it believes our
erphasis on the importance of consistent bail treatment.uald lead to insufficient consideration of the content of
standards that judicial officers are to consistently apply.The Center said that any standards should reflect a reason-able balance between assuring that a defendant appears fortrial and permitting him to remain at liberty until hisguilt has been established. The Center believes that beforesuch standards can be established--thereby avoiding the crea-tion of a system in which bail decisions may be consistentbut unwise--certain policy questions must be answered.

-- How good is the courts' bility to assess a defend-
ant's likelihood of fleeing while on bail?

-- How great must the probability of flight be to jus-tify pretrial incarceration?
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We agree that these are complex problems. However, when
information becomes available on the results of release or
detention decisions, it will form the basis for an analysis
of such issues. Indeed, assessing the probability of making
future court appearances does involve trade-offs. No one
can ever be certain of the chance of flight a defendant poses.
In our view, however, a judicial officer would be in a much
better position to assess this probability if he knew the
results of his previous decisions, as well as the results
of other judicial officials' decisions. It should provide a
better perspective and a basis to exercise the judicial
discretion inherent in the position.

FEEDBACK ON THE RESULTS
OF BAIL DECISIONS

The Federal Judicial Center believes that providing
judicial officers with feedback on the results of their bail
decisions may bias their decisionmaking process. They point
out that bail is an area where ollectible data is one sided.
Judicial officers could receiv information showing the
results of all release decisio..s, such as the percentage of
defendants who make and who do not make required appearances.
But t would not be possible to show corresponding data on
detained defendants who might have met their appearance
obligations had they been released. Thus, a judicial officer,
who receives information showing his "errors" of one kind
but no information on his "errors" of the other kind, would
not really have a balanced basis for evaluating his own
performance. The Federal Judicial Center believes that this
could create a danger of encouraging judicial officers to
become unduly restrictive in setting release conditions.

We do not beli' ve the lack of factual data on the likeli-
hood of whether detained defendants would have met their
appearance obligations would make the feedback to individual
judicial officers totally one sided. A judicial officer could
get a reasonable indication of such a likelihood by comparing
the detention and failure to appear rates which resulted
from his bail decisions with those from the decisions of
other judicial officers for similarly charged defendants.
Thus, while no one knows if deta:ned defendants would appear
if released, evaluation of the experience of others may,
provide some insight about whether lower detention rates do
or do not affect FTA rates.

We believe that the more nformation magistrates have
about a defendant and about the results of their and other
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magistrates' decisions, the better will be their abilitiesto exercise judicial discretion and make bail decisions.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

The Federal Judicial Center suggested we include adiscussion of how the Federal bail system operates in thepostarrest period. The Center seems to imply that by encour-aging judicial oficers to give PSAs adequate time to verifyinformation about defendants, and allowing PSAs to determinethe timing of bail hearings, the average 18-hour intervalfrom arrest to the initial bail hearing might be increased.The Center expressed surprise over the length of this periodin light of rule 5 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedurewhich states that an officer making an arrest should "takethe arrested person without unnecessary delay before thenearest available magistrate," who among other duties, "shalladmit the defendant to bail." The Center said that the dura-tion of this interval is of considerable importance and
caused it to raise the following questions:

-- Does the 18-hour average suggest that there is unrea-
sonable delay by enforcement agencies?

--How long is it appropriate to hold an accused person
while routine inquires are being made about his back-ground?

-- Is the accused entitled at some point to have a bailhearing even though the background check is not com-plete, and to be given the benefit of the presumption
in favor of release on unsecured bond or personal
recognizance?

Our review did not deal extensively with the intervalfrom arrest to initial bail hearing. Thus, we do not haveenough information in this area to give us valid insight intothese questions. The Administrative Office's evaluation studyof PSAs, however, does have more data on these matters whichmay be useful in addressing these issues.

Our belief that PSAs should be allowed adequate timeto verify information on defendants and be allowed to setreasonable times for bail hearings is based on the results
of our review. We found that verified defendant relatedinformation improves a judicial officer's ability to makebail decisions.
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Also, as stated on page 31, one of the reasons PSAs
are unable to affect a greater percentage of initial bail
hearings is that arresting agencies often do not routinely
give PSAs adequate leadtime to interview defendants and veri-
fy information on them. If the coordination between the
arresting agency and the PSA is improved, it appears oppor-
tunities would exist to shorten the duration of the postarrest
interval and still allow PSA input on bail decisions. Thus
we do not necessarily believe as the Center implies that PSAs
could further stretch out this period.

We do believe the questions posed by the Federal
Judicial Center demonstrate the value of implementing an
information system similar to the one we are recommending
in chapter 3. Without such an information system, these and
other problems will continue to go undetected and unresolved.

PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCIES

The Administrative Office commented that the inconsist-
ency in bail recommendations and types of supervision noted
in the report are inherent and intended in the PSA experi-
mental project. As a pilot program, experimentation in such
areas was desired.

We recognize the experimental nature of the PSA program;
we merely wish to highlight for the Congress some matters
that should be clarified if the PSA concept, in its existing
form, is implemented nationally.

The Administrative Office also said that it was aware
of only two PSA districts initially using blanket supervision
and travel restrictions and not the six indicated by our
report. The Administrative Office added that it disapproved
of such practices and had taken steps to eliminate them.

Our review showed that six PSA districts--northern Ili-
nois, northern Georgia, eastern Michigan, northern Texas,
western Missouri, and southern New York--had blanket super-
vision requirements as a condition of release. This was re-
ported to the Administrative Office by memorandums from each
of the PSA districts in June 1977. Also, during our review
12 of the 14 districts we visited had various forms of travel
restrictions imposed on all defendants without regard to
whether they posed a danger of nonappearance.
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Finally, the AdministraLt;e Office said its research
methodology for the PSA evaluation does not assume that
any significant changes in bail variables result from the
PSA operation. Their study has built-in controls to account
for changes due to other factors, such as the impact of title
I of the Speedy Trial Act.

Any type of research strategy involves certain assump-tions. Even the Federal Judicial Center recognized this fact
in its comments on the Administrative Office's proposed
evaluation design in 1975. It said:

"* w x [the proposed design strategy] requires
the assumption that the introduction of a PSA
is the only event that could cause the observed
rates to differ materially from the predicted
rates; only if that assumption is accepted can it
be inferred that the PSA was the cause of any dif-
ference between the observed (PSA) rates and the
predicted (non-PSA) rates."

As noted in chapter 4, the Administrative Office is
using an accepted research strategy and has installed controls
to account for factors that might affect the bail variables
being measured to assess the impact of PSAs. The built-in
controls should reduce the chances of factors, other than
PSAs, affecting the evaluation results. Nevertheless, the
study still is based on the assumption that PSAs will have
caused any observed changes and there is no way to assess
the risk of uncontrolled factors affecting the study's
results.
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CHAPTER 6

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our findings and conclusions on the Federal bail system
are based on detailed work done in eight Federal district
courts, limited work in six other district courts, and work
at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
in Washington, D.C.

To determine the results of Federal bail decisions,
we randomly selected 1,555 cases (see following table) in the
eight district courts. These districts represent a cross
section of the Federal bail system in terms of geography,
criminal caseload size, and PSA versus non-PSA dis-ricts.

Number of defendants (note a)
District sample Dru-csample Robbery sample

District Population -8ple Population Sample Population Sample

Non-PSA:
Western Washington

(Seattle) 414 104 137 70 28 28
Northern California

(San Fransisco) 649 119 112 60 129 70
Northern Ohio

(Cleveland) 672 114 79 51 49 37
Southern Florida

(Miami) 1,085 12.' 465 107 22 22

PSA:
Probation-operated:

Southern New York
(New York City) 1,329 124 320 96 80 51

Northern Texas
(Dallas) 691 115 105 40 12 12

Board of trustees-operateds
Eastern New York

(Brooklyn) 956 121 216 85 114 62
Eastern Michigan

(Detroit) 1,014 121 264 90 72 48

Total 6,810' 940 1,698 599 506 330

Total of all
samples _ /1,869

a/The numbers shown in this table include defendants detained who were charged
concurrently with Federal and non-Federal offenses. The statistics in the
body of this report exclude these defendants because we could not determine
whether the detention was the result of a Federal bail decision.

b/Although our statistics are based on this total, we reviewed case
files of only 1,555 defendants as 238 drug defendants appeared in both
the district and drug samples and 76 robbery defendants appeared in
both the district and robbery samples. ,869 - (238 + 76) - 1,555 total
defendants sampled.
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In the non-PSA districts, our samples included those
defendants whose initial bail was set during calendar year
1976. In the PSA districts, the period sampled was from
July 1, 1976, through June 30, 1977. We selected this period
for the PSA districts because they began their operations in
early 1976 and this allowed several months startup time.
We used Federal Bureau of Investigation, State, nd local
crime information to determine which defendants were arrested
during their bail periods.

In the six remaining PSA districts (shown below) we
interviewed judicial officers and PSA officials about bail
and PSA activities, but did not perform statistical samples
of defendant case files for review.

PSA District

Probation-operated
Georgia Northern (Atlanta)
Illinois Northern (Chicago)
California Central (Los Angeles)

Board of trustees-operated
Pennsylvania Eastern (Philadelphia)
Missouri Western (Kansas City)
Maryland (Baltimore)

We discussed bail policy, procedures, and practices with
judges, magistrates, officials in the Administrative Office of
the U.S. Courts, clerks of the district courts, U.S. attorney
representatives of the Department of Justice, and public
defender organizations. We also contacted various State and
local officials involved in bail and pretrial activities.

To determine the various factors which judicial officers
consider in setting bail and how they weigh the factors, we
asked 50 magistrates to rank in priority order the factors
in the Bail Reform Act and five other factors (defendant's
threat to the community; U.S. attorney and defense counsel
bail recommendations; PSA recommendation, where applicable;
and adequacy of detention facilities). Forty-one of the
50 magistrates responded. To get an idea of the extent to
which bail decisions vary on similar cases, we asked 50 magis-
trates to set bail on six hypothetical defendants whose pro-
files were based on actual cases. Forty-one magistrates
responded. We also asked 41 pretrial services officers to
make bail recommendations on the same cases to help us deter-
mine the extent to which their bail recommendations vary on
the same cases.
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We reviewed the Bail Reform Act of 1966 and title II of
the Speedy Trial Act of 1974 and their legislative histories.
We also reviewed various court and U.S. attorney files on
defendants in our samples, Administrative Office annual re-
ports relating to bail and PSA activities, and various studies
and research relating to bail in non-Federal courts.
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August 3, 1977

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the

United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

My Subcommittee is responsible for exercising oversightjurisdiction on the implementation of the Speedy Trial Actof 1974. Title II of this act established pilot pretrial
service agencies (PSA's) for the purpose of providing betterdefendant information to magistrates who decide bail condi-tions under which defendants may obtain pretrial release.The P's, scheduled to be in existence until July 1979, alsoprovide various services to select pretrial defendants whileon release.

Under the Bail Reform Act of 1966, criteria were establishedfor magistrates to use in determining release conditionsthat would reasonably assure the defendants appearance fortrial. The intent of Congress in establishing PSA's was toimprove bail decisions and also by assisting defendants,reduce detention rates and new crimes committed while outon bail.

To assist us in our oversight and legislative responsibilities,
we are requesting that the General Accounting Office conducta study on the pretrial release and detention practices thatare now being carried out. This study would be consistentwith the one we requested in our letter of August 3 on theimplementation of Title I of the Speedy Trial Act. We areconcerned about how the PSA is being implemented and operated,
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Page Two
August 3, 1977

and how the activities of PSA's are being evaluated by the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AO) pursuant to
Title II of the 1974 Speedy Trial Act.

We understand you have begun a self-initiated study on the
matter and that your results will be useful to all members
of Congress and specifically to our Subcommittee. We will
be pleased to receive any data and findings you collect in
reference to the Bail Reform Act. In addition, we are hope-
ful we will receive specific conclusions concerning the PSA
projects. Particularly we would like you to evaluate the
organizational structure of the Board of Trustees operated
SPA's versus the Probation Office operated PSA's and discuss
any problems identified. It is expected you will determine
whether PSA's have operational goals and objectives and a
system of measurement to evaluate the extent to which they
are being met. In addition, we will want to know if the PSA's
are effectively providing magistrates information for bail
decisions and to what extent are PSA's supervising defendants
prior to trial. It is expected that you will identify other
problems hindering effective PSA operations.

In the course of your study, we would like you to review the
Administrative Office of the Courts and dscuss with its
officers the progress and problems being made in their evalua-
tion effort of PSA's and comment on any matters Congress
should be aware of in onsidering the evaluation results.
We recognize that GAO ,.as already completed survey work in
the area and expects to issue a report to Congress when its
final work efforts are- completed. The questions we have
outlined should comprehensively cover the substance of your
survey. Also, we have no objection to the report being
issued to the Congress but would like GAO to be ready to
testify on its findings, should hearings be scheduled before
the report is issued.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

airman
e bcommittee on Crime
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS

W.ASHINGTON, D.C. 20544
WILLIAM E. FOLEY

DI, RECTOR August 11, 1978
JOSEPH F SPANIOL, JR.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Mr. Victor L. Lowe
Director, General Government Division
U. S. General Accounting OfficeWashington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

Thank you for your courtesy in extending us an opportunityto comment on your draft report on the bail-setting processand the ten Demonstration Pretrial Services Agencies in thefederal courts. I have circulated the report among pertinentsegments of the judiciary for review.

I would like to make several comments about the draft report'sconclusions and recommendations and certain textual matters.We found the report interesting and provocative. It raisesa number of valuable questions about the operation of thebail system. We believe the report reflects a generally goodand useful evaluation of the federal bail process and thefunction and purpose of the Pretrial Services Agencies.There are several areas, however, in which we believe itmight be strengthened.

I. The Federal Bail Process

The draft does rot give sufficient recognition to thefact that under the Bail Reform Act the setting of conditionsof release is a judicial act. As a judicial act, it issubject to review only through appeals to appellate courtsfrom decisions of district judicial officers. It would bewholly inconsistent wi';h the process of judicial decision-making for the adminis':rative organs of the Judicial Branch--the Judicial Conferenc, the Administrative Office and theFederal Judicial Center--to tell judges and magistrates howto make their decisions or to engage in some kind of adminis-trative review of those decisions. We can appropriatelyprovide judicial officers with research data and statisticalinformation that will assist them in their decision making.
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The report would be greatly strengthened by eliminating
any possible implication that the General Accounting Office
is recommending a role for us that judges and lawyers would
universally regard as unauthorized, improper, and perhaps
unconstitutional.

Concerning the inconsistency and possible unfairness
of the federal bail process, we agree that there is a need
for judicial officers to have more complete and reliable
information, such as can be provided by the Pretrial Services
Agencies. The report's reliance on results of questic aires
provided magistrates and pretrial service officers might be
supported by inclusion of the questionnaires in an appendix
to the report.

Disparity in judicial officers' interpretation of the
purpose of the Bail Reform Act and the Act's intended im-
plementation may also contribute to inconsistency or unfair-
ness in the bail process. We agree with the report's con-
clusions that the sole legitimate purpose of pretrial bail
in a non-capital case is to assure the defendant's appearance
at trial; the defendant's possible danger to the community
or the defendant's willingness to cooperate with the prosecution
are improper criteria for bail. Furthermore, the judicial
officer must consider the enumerated release conditions set
forth in section 3146(a) of title 18, United States Code, in
order, on a case-by-case basis. Thus blanket supervision or
travel restrictions are in direct conflict with the Bail
Reform Act. Also we agree that in every case where a bond
condition is deemed necessary, preference should be given to
a secured personal bond rather than a corporate surety bond.

The recommendations for further training for judges,
for magistrates, and pretrial service officers regarding
these issues has much merit. Since prosecution and defense
attorneys have a part in the bail setting process, they too
should receive training. The Criminal Law Committee of the
Judicial Conference has cognizance over the bail area. It is
actively studying proposals to amend the present bail statute.
Also the member judges would be available for seminars for
judicial officers on bail issues.

It would be helpful if the report reflected that the
Administrative Office has previously addressed these bail

The Administrative Office, through the General Counsel's
office, has distributed standard bail forms to be used
by all districts, which emphasize that construction of
the Bail Reform Act. A copy is enclosed.
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subjects and in cooperation with the Federal Judicial Center,
provided training to lessen the disparity in judicial officer'sconstruction of the Bail Reform Act. For example, staffmembers of the General Counsel's office, as Federal Judicial( nter faculty, have conducted orientation and advanced
. ining seminars for pretrial service officers on those!ga issues. Also, the Chief of the Pretrial ServicesP-aynch has distributed memoranda advising all ten Pret. alSrvice. Agencies to base their bail recommendations in;-.Jordai e with the above noted interpretation of the purposeald intended application of the Bail Reform Act.!/

Likewise, all of the Federal Judicial Center's orienta-tion seminars for magistrates discuss he conduct of initial
appearances, including the setting of bail conditions. inaddition, a newly updated chapter of the Legal Manual forUnited States Magistrates has been prepared and will bedistributed shortly. That chapter deals specifically withthe initial appearance and should provide magistrates andother court officers, to whom it will be available, withadditional guidance and information on the bail-setting
process. Court decisions on bail are circulated as theybecome available under our Information Memorandum program.These court decisions help keep magistrates abreast ofdevelopments in the law relating to bail.

The report's conclusion that guidelines establishing
priority and weighting for the factors the judicial officeris to consider in determining the release onditions wouldreduce inconsistency in bail decisions is well taken. Wehave an extensive data collection system in the ten Pretrial
Services Agency districts which could assist in establishingsuch guidelines. Sufficient information should be forthcoming.The report notes that the Southern District of New York isusing criteria guidelines. The Chief of the Pretrial ServicesBranch will encourage the other nine districts to experimentwith such guidelines for use in Pretrial Services Agency
recommendations.

In the report's chapter on the federal bail process,it concludes that Pretrial Services Agencies need more timeto collect and verify information. Greater cooperation by the
arresting agent and the judicial officer is imperative to

2/ See Pretrial Services Agency memoranda dated December 7,
1977 (Blanket Supervision) and March 3, 1978 (Danger tothe community as a bail criterion). Copies are enclosed.
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provide Pretrial Services Agencies with sufficient time to
collect and verify bail information. We agree with this
observation. The Pretrial Services Agencies data will
permit us to provide feedback to each district regarding the
length of time from arrest to pretrial interview and from
the pretrial interview to the initial bail hearing. We are
unsure whether Pretrial Services Agencies calendar control
is the proper method to achieve this goal. The report ight
be improved if additional alternatives were considered.

II. Management Information

A system to monitor and evaluate federal bail activities
in order to provide a judicial officer with information about
his bail decisions relative to those of other judicial
officers has merit. While such a system might help narrow
the range of release conditions and the degree of detention,
the cost of such a system would need to be considered i:
terms of the scope of the problem. The monitoring syts m
currently in effect in the ten Pretrial Services Agencj
districts may provide a model in this regard. Altered. ,vely,
this information system requirement might be met effi E-ntry
by redesigning the Administrative Office's present yste.m, s

to include bail information.

III. Pretrial Services Agencies

We concur with the report's fav Cable evaluati o.
the important function Pretrial Services Agencie- are serving
and its recommendation that the Pretrial Servicc. Agencies
be expanded. The prevalent attitudes among magistrates in
the Pretrial Services Agency districts is that the Pretri;'
Services Agencies function of providing verified ba-l info,-
mation is extremely helpful and should be continued in some
form.

A few issues concerning the report's observation on
Pretrial Services Agencies merit clarification. The report's
conclusions about Pretrial Services Agenciec' social services
will continue to be studied by the Pretrial Services Branch.
At this time it is gathering information on this subject and
will report its findings to Congress. We understand section
3154(7) of title 18, U.S.C., to require Pretrial Services
Agencies to make social services available to defendants in
a Pretrial Services Agency district, but not to impose
participation. Social service participation is recommended
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as a bail condition, consistent with section 3146(a), onlywhen it is deemed necessary to assure the defendant's
appearance at trial.

Some of the inconsistency in bail recommendations andtypes of upervisicon which the report notes, are inherentand intended in the Pretrial Services Agency project. As apilot program, Congress set up the Pretrial Services Agencydistricts with a desire for experimentation in such areas.
By contrast we are concerned with any Pretrial ServicesAgency inconsistency in application of the mandates of theBail Reform Act. This is in legal rather than policy matters.The General Counsel's office responds to Pretrial ServicesAgency inquiries on legal issues pertaining to the bailstatutes and encourages such inquiries. The General Counsel'soffice also serves as legal counsel to the Chief of thePretrial Services Branch to assure that Pretrial ServicesAgencies' practices conform to the legal requirements ofthe Bail Reform Act. The report states that six of the tendemonstration districts employ blanket supervisior and travelrestrictions. To our knowledge, of the districts involved,only two Pretrial Services Agency districts initially usedblanket supervision or travel restrictions. We disapproveof such practices and have taken steps to eliminate them.At this time none of the Pretrial Services demonstration

districts follows those practices.

(See GAO note, p. 64.)

The report concludes that the Administrative Office'sevaluation design assumes that any significant changes inbail variables result from the Pretrial Services Agencies'operation. The research methodology does not make this
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assumption, since it has built-in controls to account for
changes de to other factors, such as the impact of Title I
of the Speedy Trial Act.

The report observes that there are variations in the
frequency of contacts and the risk classifications made by
various Pretrial Services Agencies, but fails to explain
the many reasons for these variations. For exantple, the
nature of the contacts affects the frequency rate. Also,
to some extent the Pretrial Services Agency project has
permitted variations in both areas as part of necessary
experimentation, until sufficient data allow us to determine
the most effective approach.

(See GAO note, p. 64.)

I appreciate your sharing the draft report with us and
giving us this opportunity to comment on it. I look for-
ward to reading the final product.

Sinc. rely yours,

Willam E. Foley
Director
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!99(10/76'

BAIL REFORM ACT FORM NO. 2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

District of _

United States of America Magistrate's Docket No.

Case No.

ORDER SPECIFYING METHODS AND
_efodant --- .CONDITIONS OF RELEASE

Part 1.-Preferred Methods of Release

It is hereby ORDERED that the above-named defendant be released, provided

Personal ( that he promises to A ppear at all schieduled hearings as r equired.,;ofi. euzace

Unscured Bond ( ) that he will execute abond binding himself to pay the United States the sum of
dollars ($ ) in the event that he fails to appear as required.

(NOTE: The judical officer is required to rlease the drfcnlant by one of the above methods unleshe detrm A.es tla sch a relcase wsll ,,t r'asonaI.y assure the atllparance o the defendant required.In the errlt such (a lrt,lminlion i me. the judlcil olicer shall, l. er in lieu of or in addition to theabove nthllds of sl.i4se, mose te hfi.t vcoI.lllon of rlae ,ltcd I,low shich will reasonably assurethe aple.,ance of the peron for ta. If no single condition goles tht assurance, any combunation ofconditions may be usedl.

Part 1I.-Condilons of Release

Upon finding that release by one of the above methods ili not by itself reasonably as-sLre the appearlance of the dlfenrdl;nt. t is hereby FURTIIER ORDERED that the defend-ant be released on the condition (s checked below:
Third Party ( ) (I) The defendant is placed in the custody of
FU stody (Name of person or orga, ;tioln)

(Address)
(City and tate) Tel. No.who agrees (a) to supervise te defendant in accordance ith conditions 2 and 5 as checkedbelow, (b) to use every effort to assure the appearance of the defendant at all scheduledhearings before the United States Magistrate or Court, and (c) to notify the Magistrateor Court immediately in the event the defendant violates any condition of his release ordisappears.

Signed:

Restrictions on ( ) (2) The defendant will comply with e eh of the following conditions:Travel, Assoia. ___
tion or Place __
of k-txe

10S Deposit ( ) (31 The defendant will execute a bori' nding himself to pay to the UnitedStates the sum of dollars i$ ; and will deposit in the registry of the ourtthe sum of - dollars ($ }, in -- , being not more than :O0

of the amount of the bond, such deposit o be returned upun the court's determination thatthe defendant has performed the conditions of his relt se.

Cash or Surety ) (4) The defendant will execute. a bond' in the tmo... o dollars
no__ $- ) either secured by the undertakings of sufficient slvent sureties or by thedeposit of n equal amount of cash or other ecurity in lieu thereof.

This form u not a bond and doe not crctlie n the defendant or surety bindin fnancial bligation to IheUnited Sael. 7hre execution ofan Appearance Bond . Formn I. 1 7 is neceusary in orderfor such manobligation lto alttac
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I (Shott 2)Z(0/76)

Part-time ( ) (5) () The defendant will be released fom _._ _ . to onae_ _ _0 on condition that he return to custody at the pecified time at(SP_'tIr .c. at no.5I
uch place of confinement as the United S .- Marshal shall designate.

Other Conditions ; ) (5) () The defendant agrees that he will comply with the following other condi-
tions of release

,NOTE: A defendant ft wh.m condition. t c.ia are impod ndto a.er twety.four h.ou..fIr, the tim. . . e -tea-e iring cant .. e* etie * .. ut of hi ibility to mt t. t ondi.tie.. .f rte..u, .eR. ape pplitati , b- entitled to have the condition. iw-d by he jdicial officrh. imposed tham. I

Part m.-Appearance and Penalties

Appearance It is hereby FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall appear next at

Pie. nt.e ond Tt,
and t such other places and times the United States Magistrate or Court may order or
direct.

Penalties Ih te defendant violates any condition of his release, a warrant for his arrest will
ismue immediately. After arrest, the terms and conditions of any further release will be
redetermined.

If the defendant fails to appear before any court or judicial officer as equired, an
additional criminal case may be instituted against him. If the filure to appear is in con.
nection with a charge of felony. or while awaiting sentence. or pending appeal or certiorari
after conviction. the penalty is a fine of not more than $5.000 or iprisonment for not more
than five years. or both; if he fails to appear after being released on a misdemeanor charge.
the penalty is fine of not more than the maximum provided for the misdemeanor or im-
prsonment for not more than one year, or both.

Part IV-Acknowledgment by Defendant

Acknowledgment I understand the methods and conditions of my release
which have been checked above and the pnalties and forfeitures applicable in the event
I violate any condition or fail to ppear as required.

I agree to comply fully with eah of the obligations imposed on my release nd to notify
the Magistrate o Court promptly in the event I change the address indicated below.

Addm

can, a t T.I. .

RELEASE ORDERED: Ud tt stteUnited Stites Mtsorntate

United States Distiet Judl
Dat: __

TO THE UNITED STATES M iARSHAL:
Your copy of the Order ; af ing Method and Conditions of Release (Bail Reform Act Form No. 2) constl-tutes your authritly for the commitment of tCte defendant LA ts ur t

time as all conditions of release are comn-plied with. You are authorized to proeem the defendajnt for releare upon notification from :.t clerk or United
States mgistrate that the 4efendant hs paosted bond.
You are directed to produce the defetdant before the appropriate judge or magistrate at the time and place
specified above, if the defendant stil in your custody.

itred Sitaes ihrtnle

rotiled Sle Dtric J d
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December 7, 1977

IEMORANDIM TO ALL CHIEF PRETRIAL SERVICE OFFICERS
AND SUPERVISORS

Subject: Legal Aspects of PSA Operations

Enclcsed for your information is a copy of a letter
from Daniel B. Ryan, Chief Pretrial Service Officer,
Brooklyn, New York to General Counsel regarding
verificatic.a of certain data obtained by the PSA and
the practices of supervising all persons released on
bail. Attached you will also find Mr. Imlay's response
to these questions.

Guy Willetts
Ctief, Pretrial Services Branch

Enclosure

GWilletts/sg
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UNITED S MENT

DAT. November 23, 1977 mernorandum
^TN op Judd D. Kutcher

uJE.CTS Pretrial Service Agency Supervision of'All Persons Released
on Bail

To, Guy Ailletts

There are many perti ent comments on the subject made
in the materials that you forwarded to me concerning the
policies of the various districts. I recognize that super-
vision as a philosophical and practical matter may increase
the likelihood of the appearance of the defendant for court
matters and may also have other salatory results such as the
reduction of pretrial crime. Also, to some extent the
procedure of putting all persons on supervision may be
helpful in preparing the statistics required under S 3155
of title 18. However, I remain of the opinion that the
practice of placing all defendents released on bail under
PSA supervision on its face ignores and appears in conflict
with the statutory mandate of S 3146(a) of title 18. The
provisions of title II of the Speedy Trial Act should be
implemented in concert with S 3146. Thus, S 3154(3) pro-
vides that a PSA will "supervise persons released into its
custody under this chapter" (Emphasis added). The wording
of S 3154(3), particularly in reference to under this
chapter," suggests that supervision should be in accordance
with S 3146(a).

Section 3146(a), by its express terms, requires that
the defendant be released under personal recognizance or
i_-.secured bond, unless the judicial officer determines that
such a release with no other conditions will not reasonably
insure the appearance of the person. Case law has inter-
preted 5 3146(a) to require that the judicial officer make a
threshhold determination that personal recognizance or
unsecured bond will not reasonably insure appearance. Only
after that determination should the court consider whether
other conditions should be imposed alternatively or in
addition to personal recognizance or unsecured bond --
including supervision. United States v. Cramer, 451 F.2d
1198, 1200 (5th Cir. 1971); United tates . Leathers, 412
F.2d 169 (D.C. Cir. 1969); United States v. Gillin, 345 F.
Supp. 1145, 1146-47 (S.D. Tex. 1972).

Buy U.S. Sav;ngs Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan m-,

l55v. -e
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Judicial officers in each district may decide, as a
matter of practice, to put all defendents under PSA super-
vision. ?otwithstanding that possibility, in my opinion itis i i a fn A to recommend that all erson e
placed under su on s nce such rely
In conflic with the statui of 46(a)
Also6;as-t~read 35417) there are certain servic-s wwich
PSAs may nrovide defendants released on bail, such as
assistance in securing employment, medical,or legal help,
which are nt restricted to defendants who are under PSA
supervision. Thus, some of the advantages PSAs may represent
need not be ependent upon the defendant being under their
supervision.

In sum, I believe that it is important that the Pre-
trial Service Division clarify that it is the opinion of
this office that we construe S 3146(a; to require an initial
determination that personal recognizance or unsecured bond
is in itself insufficient to secure the defendant's appear-
ance, and that placing all defendants under PSA supervision
appears to conflict with_the statutory mandate of S 3146(a).
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20544

WILLIAM E. FOLEY March 3, 1978 WAYNE P. JACKSON
DI RECTOR C.IEF OF THE DIVISION

OF PROBATION
JOSEPH F. SPANIOL. JR.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

MI3ORANDLM TO ALL CHIEF PRETRIAL SERVICE OFFICERS, SUPERVISORS,
AND JUDGES AND MAGISTRATES INVOLVED IN PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCIES

Subject: Use of Danger to the Community as a Criteria to
Release of a Defendant Prior to Conviction of a
Noncapital Offense.

I have attached for your information a recent memorandum from

the General Counsel's Office regarding the Use of Danger to

the Comunity as a Criteria to Release of a Defendant Prior

to Conviction of a Noncapital Offense. The issue of danger

is being discussed more and more by persons involved in the

bail process. I am sure this information will be of help to

you as it relates to the bail process in your jurisdiction.

Guy Willc-tts
Chief, Pretrial Services Branch

Attachment
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UNITEO 'M NMENT

,r, February 16, 1978 memorandum
ATTNO, Judd D. Kutcher

sUecT, Use of Danger to the Community as a Criteria to Release
of a Defendant Prior to Conviction of a Noncapital Offense

TO, Guy Willetts

In the most recent Pretrial Services Agency orientation
program, the above subject brought forth considerable dis-
cussion and controversy. In general, opinion may differ
regarding the advisability or constitutionality of using
"danger to the community" as a bail criteria; 1/ such
questions may be pertinent to a specific state-bail scheme
or a proposed change in the Bail Reform Act of 1966. But
there is no question that considering danger or likelihood
of recidivism when recommending pretrial release conditions
violates the controlling federal bail statute, section 3146
of title 18.

The plain language of S 3146 provides that assurance of
"the appearance of the person as required," is the only
criteria to be considered in the pretrial release in non-
capital cases. Federal case law on this issue emphatically
supports that conclusion. See, eg., United States v.
Bigelow, 544 F.2d 904, 907-08(6t Cir. 9376); Uited States
v. Leathers, 412 F.2d 169 (D.C.C. 1969) (per curiu n-mT; -inTij
States v. Melville, 305 F. Supp. 124, 127 (S.D.N.Y. 19e!..
But see United States v. Wind, 527 F.2d 672, 674-75 (6th
ci.-TI75). /

1/ Compare Pugh v. Rainwater, 557 F.2d 1189, 1197-98 (5th
fir. 1977) vacated for rehearing en banc, 22 Cr.L.Rptr. 2199
(1977) (preventive aention violi-es presumption of innocence,
equal protection, and defendant's right to prepare his defense)
with Blunt v. United States, 322 A.2d 579 (D.C. App. 1974)
Tpreti:iYtdetention not violative of presumption of innocence
or Eighth Amendment). See Note, "Preventive Detention Before
Trial, 79 Harv.L.Rev. 1489 (1966); Mitchell, "Bail Refotma
and the Constitutionality of Pretrial Detention," 55 Ve.L.Rev.
1223 (1969); Meyer, Constitutionality of Pretrial Detention,"
60 Georgetown L.J. 1382 (1972).

2/ A court possesses the inherent authority to deny bail
where a defendant threatens or injures a witness or otherwise
tampers with the trial process itself -- which is a different
proposition. See, e.g., United States v. Kirk, 534 F.2d
1262, 1280-81 Th Cir. 1976); United States v. ind, 527
F.2d 672, 674-75 (6th Cir. 1975. ; United States v.-7ilbert,
425 F.2d 490, 491-92 (D.C.C. 1969).

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan ,,o No ,,
V(r V. ?-7)

A PMII (41 CF) e-tta
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The Leathers oinion is instructive. While recognizing
the "disquiet a judge may feel in releasing a person
charged with a dangerous crime because the Bail Act requires
it," and the unpopularity of that requirement, the court
nevertheless felt compelled to observe:

But when the statute and its legislative
history are unambiguous, as is the case
with the Bail Reform Act [e.g., compare
S 3146 with S 3148 which expressly gives
the court the discretion to impose condi-
tions of release necessary to protect
the public from danger from the defendant],
none of us on the bench has any serious
alternative but to put aside his personal
doubts and to apply the Act as Congress
has written it.

412 F.2d at 170. See United States v. Bishoo, 537 F.2d
1184, 1186 (4th Cir. 1976).

Just like the judges referred to in Leathers, pretrial
services officers have an obligation "to apply the Act as
Congress has written it," in formulating bail recommendations
for their respective judicial officers. That obligation of
the ten pretrial districts is unaltered by the references
in the legislative history of title II of the Speedy Trial
Act indicating a goal of reducing crime. See Ryan, "The
Federal Pretrial Services Agencies," 35 Fed.Prob.Q. 15,
20-21 (1977). Applying a different criterion in those ten
districts would appear constitutionally infirm. A criterion
based on the mere geography of the alleged offense clashes
with the principle of equal protection. Id.; see United
States v. Thompson, 452 F.2d 1333, 1340-4r-(D.-7- 171).
Moreover, if Congress intended. that result it could have
spoken through the language of title II.

The legislative history of title II and S 3146 can and
should be harmonized. The seriousness of the alleged crime,
or a serious prior cri-inal record may well reflect upon the
defendant's likelihoo. of flight, as well as, uggesting a
danger to the community. Such information should be used
to assess the former issue, not the latter. See Allen v.
United States, 386 F.2d 634, 636 (D.C.C. 1967T-d-issentino
opinion of Bazelon, C.J.). A by-product of conditions
gauged to curtail a defendant's oppoortunit} to flee, may
be a reduction of his danger to the community. Leathers,
supra, 412 F.2d at 173.
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The PSA's will be judged on whether they improve the
effectiveness of the Bail Reform Act -- as it is presently
written. If PSA's, in adhering to the Act, fail to reduce
pretrial release crime, the case for changing the Bail Act
may be strengthened. Using danger as a criterion under the
Act, as it is presently worded, covers up the issue rather
than exposing it to scrutiny it may deserve.

JDK:pdg
Mr. Foley

j Dabbook
Memo
Bail - Gen. Prob.
Pretrial Services
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
DOLLEY MADISON HOUSE

1520 H STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. tOWOI

A. LEO LEVIN TELaPHONs
DIRECTOR August 11, 1978 202/633-311

Victor L. Lowe, Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft
of the proposed G.A.O. report to Congress on the federal
bail process.

We found the report interesting and provocative and we
feel confident that it will make a significant contribution.
We do believe, however, that there are several areas inwhich it could be strengthened and, in accordance with yoL
request, I suggest them for your consideration.

First and foremost, it seems to us that the draft does
not give sufficient recognition or perhaps sufficiently
explicit recognition, to the fact that, under the Bail
Reform Act, the setting of conditions of release is a judi-
cial act. As a judicial act, it is subject to review only
through appeals to district judges from the decisions of
United States Magistrates and through appeals to appellate
courts from decisions of district judges. It would be
wholly inconsistent with the process of judicial decision-
making for the administrative organs of the Judicial Branch
--the Judicial Conference, the Administrative Office, and
the Judicial Center--to tell judges and magistrates how to
make their decisions or to engage in some kind of adminis-
trative review of those decisions. We can appropriately
provide judicial officers with research data and statistical
information that will assist them in their decision-making;
we can appropriately provide educational programs analyzing
not only the data, but the underlying problems and issues.
It would, however, be utterly improper for any of us to
purport to speak authoritatively about what the Bail Refnrm
Act means or how it should be applied by a particular judge
or magistrate in particular case. When the draft report
suggests that judicial officers should be given "guidance"
or that their decisions should be "reviewed" (both on page
i, among other places) there is at best an ambiguity as to
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whether the Judicial Conference, the Administrative Office,and the Judicial Center are being urged to intrude upon thejudicial function. I believe the report would be greatlystrengthened by eliminating any possible implication thatthe General Accounting Office is recommending a role for usthat virtually all judges and lawyers would regard as unau-thorized, improper, and perhaps unconstitutional. If weappear unduly sensitive about avoiding ambiguity on ques-tions of this kind, be assured that the distinction is onewhich is found both necessary and useful in a number ofareas and our utility is much enhanced by the fact thatfederal judges are aware of the care we take to remainsensitive to our obligations and our limitations in this
regard.

A second area in which we think the report could beimproved is in its emphasis on the desirability of consis-tency in the setting of release conditions. Admittedly,
inconsistency--in the sense that a defendant's release con-ditions turn on which judicial officer he happens to comebefore--is undesirable. However, one can imagine a systemin which decisions are both consistent and unwise. Beyondmere consistency, it is important to seek standards thatreflect a reasonable balance between the need to assure adefendant's appearance for trial, on the one hand, and theinterest in permitting defendants to remain at libertyunless and until their guilt has been established, on theother. I do not suggest that anything in the draft reportis erroneous in this regard; merely that a greater attentionto policy issues beyond mere inconsistency might lead theauthors to raise some questions that they did not. Howgood, for example, is our ability to assess the likelihoodthat a particular defendant will flee? And, consideringthat any prediction of flight will at best be a statement ofprobabilities, how great must the probability of flight beto justify pretrial incarceration? If there were a group ofdefendants for wom we could at best predict that half wouldflee and half would not, what would be the appropriatedecision about detention? And what do we know about theefficacy of the various release conditions permitted bysection 314(a) in changing the probabilities? It seems tous that the emphasis on inconsistency of treatment as anevil in itself ay lead a reader of the report to giveinsufficient corsideration to the problems of determining

the content of the standards that are to be consistentlyapplied.
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May I also suggest that you give very careful consider-ation to the proposed recommendation that individual judi-
cial officers be provided with feedback about the results of
their bail decisions? Bail is one of those areas ir whichthe data that can be routinely collected is necessarily oe-
sided. It would be possible to provide judicial officers
with data showing the percentage of released defendants whofail to make required appearances or who go fugitive. Itwould not be possible to show the number of detained
defendants who would in fact have met their obligations hadthey been released. A judicial officer who received infor-mation showing his "errors" of one kind but no informationshowing his "errors" of the other would not really have abalanced basis for evaluating his own bail-setting perfor-
mance. There is danger, however, that an officer receivingsuch data regularly would be induced to give greater empha-
sis than warranted to correcting the one kind of "error"
disclosed by the data, and would become unduly restrictive
in setting conditions of release. We are inclined to think
that it would be a better approach to provide judicial offi-cers with such information of predictive value as can be
generated nationally, without inviting each of them to eval-uate his own performance in terms of a skewed and partial
picture of the "results" of his decisions.

Finally, we think the value of your report might be
substantially enhanced by a somewhat more analytical treat-ment of the interval in which a defendant is in custody
after apprehension but before the bail decision. The reporthints at a number of fascinating questions, but does notexplore them fully. Rule 5 of the Federal Rules of CriminalProcedure requires that an officer making an arrest under awarrant issued on a complaint "take the arrested person
without unnecessary delay before the nearest available
federal magistrate," who, among other duties, "shall admitthe defendant to bail as provided by statute or in theserules." On page 46 of the draft report, it is stated thatthe avera time from arrest to initial bail hearing is 18hours, a ftgure that seems surprisingly high to us. On page47, it is recommended that judicial officers should beencouraged to give pretrial services agencies adequate timeto verify information about defendants, and further that thepretrial services agencies be allowed to determine the tim-ing of bail hearings. Considering that most defendants arereleased at their bail hearings, it seems to us that theapproDriate duration of the interval between arrest and bail
hearing is 'ter of considerable importance. Does the
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18-hour average suggest that there is unreasonable delay bythe enforcement agencies? How long is it appropriate tohold an accused person while routine inquiries are beingmade about his background? Is the accused entitled at somepoint to have a bail hearing even though the background
investigation is not complete, and to be given the benefit
of the presumption in favor of release on unsecured bond orpersonal recognizance? And what obligation does the prose-cutor have to assist in gathering data relevant to therelease decision, particularly if the government is urging
that personal recognizance or unsecured bond are insuf-ficient to assure the appearance of the accused? In view ofthe fact that your staff has apparently gathered databearing on some of these questions, we think it would bemost appropriate if the report included a more completediscussion of how the system operates in this immediate
post-arrest period. To the best of our knowledge, thiswould be breaking new ground.

I very mich appreciate your sharing the draft reportwith us, and giving us this opportunity to comment on it. Ilook forward to reading the final product. I am sure itwill be a significant contribution.

Sincerely,

A. Leo Levin

ALL/flbc

cc: Mr. William Foley, A.O.
Mr. Guy Willetts, A.O.

GAO note: The deleted comments relate to matters which
were discussed in the draft report but were
either omitted from or changed in this final
report. Page references refer to the draft
report and are not applicable to this report.

(18842)
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